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ABSTRACT 

Oral cancer is usually diagnosed late in the development of the disease 

when prognosis is poor. This study explored the feasibility of using Fluorescence 

in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis of exfoliated cells collected from smokers, 

non-smokers and oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) patients to identify 

infrequent, but critical alterations to tissue that might predict cancer risk. We 

focused on the Fragile Histidine Triad (FHIT) locus located on 3p14.2 as it is 

commonly altered early in the development of the disease. Five signal patterns 

observed in the tumor margins were not found in samples from non-smokers; of 

these patterns, 3 were found in smokers. In addition, 16.5% of smokers showed 

an elevated number of cells with alterations to the FHlT locus. In conclusion, the 

data showed that FHlT alterations are present in exfoliated cells of smokers, and 

specific patterns and frequencies of such alterations could be used in screening 

smokers to identify early changes associated with cancer risk. 

i i i  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

I. I. Overview 
Oral Squarnous Cell Carcinoma (OSCC) is the sixth most common 

malignancy worldwide and is a major health problem resulting in widespread 

morbidity and mortality. Globally, about 300,000 new cases of oral and 

pharyngeal cancers are diagnosed annually, three quarters of them in developing 

countries such as India and Southeast Asia (Forastiere et a/, 2001). In Canada 

and the United States, oral cancer accounts for 3% of all new cancers (Greenlee 

eta/, 2001); however, in developing countries such as India, oral cancers 

represent up to 40% of all new cancers (Saranath et a/, 1992). Tobacco 

exposure and alcohol consumption have been identified as independent risk 

factors of oral cancer (Znaor et a/, 2003, Dal Maso eta/, 2002, Zhu eta/, 2002, 

De Flora eta/, 2003), with a synergistic effect on risk associated with exposure to 

both agents. Differences in type and duration of these exposures can partially 

explain the different rates of oral cancers observed between various countries 

(Andre et a/, 1 995). 

Despite improvements in surgical, chemotherapeutic, and radiation 

therapies over the last five decades, the prognosis for oral cancer patients has 

not improved and remains poor with the 5-year survival rate not exceeding 50% 

(Franceschi et a/, 1993, Vokes et a/, 1993). This is one of the lowest survival 

rates among human cancers and can mainly be attributed to detection of the 

disease at a late stage, and a high frequency of recurrence (20-30%) after 



treatment of the primary tumor (Kowalski et a/, 1993, Close et al, 1989). 

These unfavorable statistics have led to an increased interest in 

developing new approaches to prevent the development of the disease through 

the identification of individuals at an elevated risk. Current strategies to improve 

the prognosis of OSCC rely heavily on the identification and appropriate 

management of high-risk oral premalignant lesions (OPLs) before they progress 

into invasive cancer. 

Early OPLs are primarily identified by dentists during a dental examination 

where they appear as either white or red patches located in the oral cavity. The 

majority of these lesions are benign in nature and will not progress to cancer 

(Lumerman et al, 1995), but a small percentage (5-10%) will progress (Liu etal, 

1998). Unfortunately, there is currently no way to discriminate between those 

OPLs that will progress into cancer and their benign counterparts (Neville eta/, 

2002). This inability to accurately identify high-risk prernalignant lesions is a 

major barrier to cancer prevention, since it results in a lack of consensus on 

which lesions should be treated and in what fashion. Surgical removal of early 

OPLs might be an effective prevention strategy; however, removing all OPLs 

(many of which have little or no risk) would not only unnecessarily overload the 

health care system, but also result in undue stress to the patient and functional 

compromise to the oral cavity (e-g., could affect the patient's ability to speak or 

swallow). 



Presently, the histology of biopsies taken from OPLs is used as the 'Gold 

Standard" for risk prediction. Unfortunately, although this approach is well 

recognized to be a good predictor of risk for late-stage OPLs (histologically 

classified as severe dysplasia or carcinoma in situ), it has only a limited 

predictive value for the earliest lesions (those with minimal or no histological 

dysplasia). Most OPLs that are biopsied are categorized at this latter stage 

(Pindborg et a/., WHO, 1968). 

Recent approaches to risk prediction have incorporated molecular 

markers in an effort to identify tissue with genetic alterations that are associated 

with an increased risk of malignant transformation (Grandis et a/, 1993, 

Overgaard et a/, 1998, Raybaud-Diogene et a/, 1996, Lane et a/, 1992). One 

approach currently being evaluated involves the use of Fluorescence in situ 

Hybridization (FISH). This procedure uses Fluorescence probes to hybridize to 

specific chromosomal regions within interphase cells, allowing one to identify 

small foci of cells with altered copy numbers of targeted regions. Copy number 

gain and loss is strongly associated with cancer development (Sudbo et a/, 2001, 

Rosin eta/, 2000, Mao et a/, 1996, Zhang eta/, 2001). Thus this approach may 

play a significant role as a risk predictor for early stages of the disease, even in 

the absence of clinical lesions. 

The focus of this study was to investigate the potential application of FISH 

to identify cells in exfoliated samples from the oral cavities of smokers (with no 



clinical lesions) that have copy number alterations to a specific gene, Fragile 

Histidine Triad (FHIT). This gene, located at 3p14.2, is known to be lost early in 

the molecular development of oral cancer and may play a significant role in the 

genesis of the disease (Virgilio et a/, 1996, Kuroki et 81, 2003). The results 

obtained in the study support this possibility and also suggest that the use of 

FISH on exfoliated cell samples might be a valuable tool to assist clinicians in the 

identification of individuals at risk at a very early stage, greatly improving the 

chance of a successful intervention. 

1.2. Etiology of Oral Cancer 
It is generally accepted that cancer develops as a result of the interaction 

of numerous factors, some environmental and others genetic. Tobacco 

exposure, alcohol consumption, papilloma virus infection, diet, and the presence 

of specific genetic polymorphisms have all been identified as risk factors for the 

development of oral cancer (Zavras et a/, 2001, Znaor et al, 2003). The potential 

roles of each of these factors will be discussed below. 

1.2.1. Tobacco and Oral Cancer 

The first epidemiological study on the effects of smoking on human health 

was completed in 1950 when smoking was documented as an inducer of lung 

cancer in a dose-response relationship (Doll et at, 1950). Since then smoking has 

been shown to be associated with increased risk of several diseases, including 

chronic obstructive disease and cancers of the lung, upper aerodigestive system, 



bladder, cervix, and nasal cavity (Ellard eta/, 1995, Hoffman etal, 1995, Doll et 

a/, 1950). Despite this knowledge, millions continue to smoke, thus increasing 

their risk for a multitude of tobacco related diseases. 

Tobacco smoke is composed of over 4000 different constituents including 

some that are toxic, mutagenic, or carcinogenic. More than 50 carcinogens have 

been identified, consisting mainly of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH's), 

aromatic amines (AA), N-nitrosamines, and tobacco specific N-nitrosamines 

(TSNA) (Hoffman et a/, 1997). Cigarette smoke also contains various promoters 

that can enhance the carcinogenic properties of cigarette smoke and promote the 

development of the disease (Hoffman et a/, 1997). 

The mutagenicity of cigarette smoke varies with several factors including 

the use of filters, pH, tobacco species, nitrate concentration, and method of 

tobacco harvesting (Hoffman et a/, 1997). Cigarette smoke mutagenicity has 

also been shown to be dependant on the temperature of pyrolysis (White et a/, 

2001). Little or no tumorigenic activity is observed in tobacco smoke 

condensates if the tobacco is pyrolyzed below 400•‹C within in vitm systems; the 

mutagenicity level of tobacco pyrolysates thereafter has been found to increase 

with increasing temperature (White et a/, 2001). 

Of the numerous carcinogenic compounds found in cigarette smoke, nine 

compounds have been classified by IARC as Group 1 human carcinogens: 

benzene, cadmium, arsenic, vinyl chloride, 4-aminobiphenyl, nickel, chromium, 2- 

naphthylamine, and beryllium (Smith etal, 2000). Group 1 carcinogens are 



those for which strong evidence of human carcinogenicity has been documented. 

Nine additional compounds in cigarette smoke have been classified as Group 2A 

(suspected to be probable human carcinogens) and 40 more as Group 2B 

carcinogens (possible human carcinogens) (Smith et a/, 2001). These known 

and suspected carcinogens interact with each other (and other components) 

resulting in synergistic, additive, or subtractive effects on the carcinogenicity that 

are poorly understood (Smith et a/, 2000). 

1.2.2. Alcohol and Oral Cancer 

Alcohol consumption has been identified as an independent risk factor in 

the development of oral cancer (Znaor et a/, 2003, Andre et a/, 1995), although 

the mechanism by which it acts is not well understood. It is not clear whether a 

metabolite of ethanol such as acetaldehyde is responsible (Zavras et a/, 2002). 

Nor is the mechanism by which alcohol interacts with tobacco to increase cancer 

risk understood, although it is speculated that it may act as a co-carcinogen or 

promoter of tobacco-induced carcinogenesis (Bouchardy et a/, 2000). Alcohol 

may increase the carcinogenic effect of cigarette smoke by creating a 

hydrophobic medium covering the surfaces of the oral cavity providing an ideal 

solvent for the hydrophobic carcinogens found in tobacco smoke, thus increasing 

the exposure of oral cavity surfaces to tobacco carcinogens and elevating the 

risk of tobacco-induced carcinogenesis (Zavras et all 2002). In addition, the 

pooling of saliva on the floor of the oral cavity may increase the exposure time of 

alcohol, and dissolved tobacco carcinogens to this area, thus resulting in an 

increased prevalence of OSCC developing at the ventrolateral tongue and floor 



of mouth. Several epidemiological studies have demonstrated a synergistic 

effect between smoking and drinking and the risk of oral cancer (Andre et a/, 

1995, Znaor et a/, 2003). 

Different drinking habits also affect the carcinogenic effect of alcohol. All 

three forms of alcohol (beer, wine, and hard liquor) have been associated with 

oral cancer, however the consumption of alcoholic beverages with higher ethanol 

concentrations (40% ethanol) appears to have a greater effect on risk compared 

with the consumption of the other 2 types of alcoholic beverages which have 

lower ethanol concentrations (Zavras et a/, 2001). In addition, the pattern of 

alcohol consumption can affect the associated risk of oral cancer development. 

Consuming alcohol outside of meals or in an episodic fashion has a greater risk 

than the consumption of alcohol during mealtimes (Dal Maso et a/, 2002). 

1.2.3. Human Papilloma Virus Infection and Oral Cancer 

Extensive epidemiologic and laboratory evidence exists in support of the 

involvement of Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) in the etiology of oral cancers. For 

developed Western countries, HPV-DNA has been detected in many head and 

neck tumor types including oral cancers, with the frequency of the infection 

dependent upon the site. Thus, approximately 18% of cancers of the oral cavity 

carry HPV-DNA compared with 50-70016 of cancers in the oropharyngeal region 

(back of the tongue and tonsillar area (Gillison et a/, 1999; Gillison and Shah, 

2001 ). The prevalence of infection also appears to be dependent on the 

geographic local of the patient. For example, HPV prevalence in oral cancers is 



much higher in southern India, with up to 67% of oral cancers positive for HPV- 

DNA. Healthy controls from that country display an HPV infection rate of 27% 

(Fenech et a/, 2002). 

Two strains of HPV have been associated with increased cancer risk, HPV 

16 and HPV 18. These HPV types produce viral proteins E6 and E7 which 

inactivate two critical control proteins in the cell: p53 and retinoblastoma (Rb) 

respectively (Herrero et a/, 2003, Nagpal et all 2002). p53 plays a central role in 

the control of cell proliferation, DNA repair, apoptosis and angiogenesis, and the 

Rb protein controls the entry of cells into the cell cycle (Alberts et a/, 1994, 

Munger et a/, 1989). Removal of these key negative regulatory activities is felt to 

accelerate the progression of cells to cancer. 

1.2.4. Diet and Oral Cancer 

Several epidemiological studies have demonstrated an association 

between diet and risk of developing oral cancer (Petridou et a/, 2002, Soler et a/, 

2001, Franceschi et a/, 2001). Most reports describe a protective effect against 

oral cancer for consumption of fruits and to some extent vegetables with 

increased risk associated with a diet high in meat products (Petridou et a/, 

2002). These associations have been reported for a variety of cancers including 

colon, esophageal, breast, prostate, and lung (Michels et a/, 2004, Franceschi et 

a/, 2001, Cho et a/, 2003, Brouwer et a/, 2004, Bostick et a/, 1994). Of interest, 

attention has recently focused specifically on oral cancers in Greece, as the 

incidence or oral cancer in this population is surprisingly low given reported 



alcohol intake and smoking habits. The Greek diet is high in cereals with starchy 

roots, olive oil, and fruits, which may help explain the unexpected low incidence 

(Petridou et all 2002). High fiber intake, characteristic of this population, has also 

shown to be protective against oral cancer (Petridou et a/, 2002, Soler et all 

2001). These different food components are thought to work through diverse 

mechanisms to reduce the action of carcinogens including physical binding to 

carcinogens (or activated electrophiles) to reduce DNA damage and alteration to 

the metabolism of carcinogens (Soler et a/, 2001). 

1.3 Chernoprevention of Oral Cancer 
The genetic heterogeneity, aggressive behavior, and invasiveness of 

cancers make these diseases extremely difficult to cure and explain why no 

significant increase in survival rates has occurred for many cancers over the past 

five decades. Therefore, instead of focusing on cancer treatment, new 

approaches for cancer management are now targeting the precursors of invasive 

cancer to prevent or delay the onset of the clinical disease using 

chemopreventive agents (Lippman et al, 2002). Oral premalignant lesions are 

established risk factors of oral cancer since most cancers develop after their 

appearance. Thus treatment of high-risk PMLs may have a large impact in 

preventing oral cancer development (Neville et a/, 2002). Chemopreventive 

agents are compounds that can prevent, inhibit, or reverse carcinogenesis by 

intervention with chemical substances that can be administered as individual 



drugs or as naturally occurring substances within the diet (Rinaldi et all 2002). 

One of the first chemopreventive agents shown to be effective in 

preventing cancer was tamoxifen, used in the reduction of breast cancer risk 

(Lipprnan et a/, 1999). Tamoxifen is an estrogen-receptor modulator that 

competitively binds to estrogen receptors (O'Shaughnessy et a/, 2002). Binding 

of tarnoxifen inhibits the binding of estrogen to its receptors and therefore 

prevents the proliferative effect which estrogen has on the cell. The short-term 

use of tamoxifen in patients at high-risk of developing breast cancer has been 

shown to reduce the risk of breast cancer by - 49% (Hong et a/, 2000). The 

ability of tamoxifen to prevent breast cancer over long durations (greater than 10 

years) has not been established because of the serious side effects of the drug, 

but animal models have shown that the protective effect of tamoxifen wears off 

when treatment is stopped (Lippman et all 1999). Tamoxifen therefore is not a 

cure for breast cancer; it only prevents the onset of the disease through the 

inhibition of molecular pathways required for cancer progression to occur. Once 

this proliferative pathway is restored, cancer progression can continue (Jordan et 

a/, 1989). The administration of tamoxifen as a chernopreventative agent 

demonstrates the ability of chemical substances to prevent cancer development 

through involvement within pathways known to be involved in cancer 

development. Chemoprevention may not be a cure for cancer, but it has the 

potential to delay the onset of malignancy. 

Due to the enormous potential of chemopreventative compounds on the 

incidence of cancer, numerous new compounds are under study in animal 



models and clinical settings that are aimed at investigating their ability to target 

specific molecular pathways involved in carcinogenesis (Stoner et a/, 1997). 

Many of these compounds are synthetic; however, some of these compounds 

are naturally occurring. Two examples of synthetic chemopreventative agents 

that are currently being evaluated for ability to prevent progression of oral 

premalignant lesions to cancer are celecoxib, a COX-2 inhibitor, and a 

monoclonal antibody targeted towards the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 

(EGFR). The latter was designed to bind to and inhibit the proliferative signaling 

transduction pathway induced by the activation of EGFR (Sudbo et a/, 2003). 

One naturally-occurring compound that is currently being investigated for 

its chemopreventative effects for oral cancer is curcumin. Curcumin is a major 

antioxidant and anti-inflammatory agent found in the spice tumeric and has been 

demonstrated to have anti-carcinogenic activities in animal models (Rinaldi et a/, 

2002). One of the major PAHs found in cigarette smoke is benzo[a]pyrene 

(BaP). This compound, like many other xenobiotics found in cigarette smoke, 

requires bioactivation before it can cause genotoxic damage. BaP is 

metabolized by CyplAl which is a Phase I enzyme abundantly expressed in the 

oral cavity (Rinaldi et a/, 2002). Curcumin has been demonstrated to reduce the 

bioactivation of BaP to its reactive metabolite benzojajpyrene diol epoxide 

(BPDE). Thus curcumin could potentially reduce the risk of genotoxic damage in 

the oral cavity induced by BPDE damage (Rinaldi eta/, 2002). Curcumin 

chemoprevention could be effective in smokers who refuse to quit by decreasing 

the rate of BaP bioactivation, thus presumably decreasing the amount of DNA 



adducts formed from those reactive metabolites. A second compound 

demonstrated to have a chemopreventative effect for oral cancer development is 

the dietary flavenoid morin (Kawabata et a/, 1999). In animal models, morin has 

been identified as an inducer of the phase I1 detoxifying enzyme GST where the 

overall result of morin administration was a powerful chemopreventative effect on 

the induction of tongue carcinogenesis in rats (Kawabata et a/, 1999). 

1.4. Histological Progression of Oral Premalignant Lesions 
Premalignancy is defined as 'morphologically altered tissue in which 

cancer is more likely to occur than its apparently normal counterpart" (Kreyberg 

et a/, 1978). Clinically, prernalignant lesions appear as either leukoplakia or 

erythroplakia. 

Leukoplakia, the more common form, are generally defined as a white 

patch that can not be rubbed off and can not be diagnosed clinically or 

pathologically as any other disease (WHO, 1978). Leukoplakia are categorized 

by appearance into 2 main types, homogeneous and non-homogenous. 

Homogenous leukoplakia appear homogenously white, flat, and thin, with a 

smooth surface. Such lesions are associated with a low risk of malignant 

transformation (Neville et a/, 2002). In contrast, non-homogenous leukoplakia, 

the less common form (-10% of all leukoplakias) has a speckled red and white 

appearance, often with a verrucous, nodular composition that may have papilla 

extending above the lesion's surface. Generally this form of leukoplakia have a 



higher risk of malignant transformation that its homogenous counterpart 

(Pindborg et a/, 1968). 

Erythroplakia are more rare than leukoplakia. Such lesions appear as 

homogenous bright red plaques that cannot be characterized clinically or 

pathologically as being due to any other condition (WHO, 1978). Unfortunately, 

diagnosis for OPLs is frequently derived by exclusion of other entities. It is often 

difficult to discriminate leukoplakia from reactive non-premalignant hyperplasic 

lesions that also present as clinically white lesions. Also, erythroplakia can be 

indistinguishable from inflammatory lesions which also present as red plaques 

(Neville et a/, 2002). The gold standard for determining risk for OPLs requires a 

biopsy and evaluation by a pathologist for the presence and degree of dysplasia, 

a term used to describe the histological changes associated with increased 

cancer risk. 

The World Health Organization has established criteria for dysplasia. 

They include the following: loss of basal cell polarity, the presence of more than 

one layer of basaloid cells, increased nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, drop-shaped 

rete-ridges, irregular stratification, increase and/or abnormal mitosis, the 

presence of mitotic figures in the superficial half of the epithelium, cellular 

pleomorphism, nuclear hyperchromatism, enlarged nuclei, and reduction in 

cellular cohesion (WHO, 1978). The degree of dysplasia is dependent upon the 

severity of cellular change and the extent of tissue involvement in the biopsy. 

Lesions identified as mildly dysplastic display changes that are confined to the 

lower third of the epithelium. Moderately dysplastic lesions exhibit a greater 



degree of dysplastic changes that penetrate further into the epithelium involving 

213 of the tissue. Severe dysplastic lesions contain an even greater severity of 

dysplastic changes found within the upper third of the epithelium. The most 

severe form of OPL, before invasive cancer develops, is known as "carcinoma in 

situ" (CIS). In this case, the dysplastic changes are found throughout the entire 

epithelium, from the basal lamina to the tissue surface. The risk of an OPL 

progressing to cancer increases with the severity of the dysplasia found within 

the tissue biopsy (Silverman et al, 1984). OSCC develops when the dysplastic 

cells invade through the basement membrane into the underlying supporting 

structures and enter the blood and lymphatic systems as metastases. 

1.5. Molecular Progression Model Of OSCC 
The first molecular progression model for cancer was developed by 

Vogelstein et a1 (1988). This model recognized that at least 4 different genetic 

events were required for colorectal cancer development, with these alterations 

underlying the change in histology as a tissue went from normal through 

premalignant lesions to cancer. Since then progression models have been 

proposed for other sites, including the head and neck, where it is thought that at 

least 6 - 12 genetic events are required for cancer development (Lippman et al, 

2001, Forastiere et a/, 2001). 

The process of acquisition of these genetic changes is thought to involve 

sequential processes of mutation and clonal expansion. The initial event is 



considered to involve a critical mutation in a stem cell that provides it with a 

growth advantage over neighboring cells. This results in outgrowth of a cluster of 

cells (termed clonal expansion) each containing the mutation that provided its 

predecessor its growth advantage. Initially all cells in the clone are genetically 

identical. However, subsequent mutations and clonal expansion generates a 

heterogeneous cell mass, with the eventual production of an aggressive cell 

cluster that is capable of invasion and metastasis. This phenomenon is defined 

in Nowell's Hypothesis, which states that all tumor cells arise from a monoclonal 

origin, however due to genetic instability, random mutations are accumulated in 

subsequent daughter cells (Califano et all 1996, Tabor et all 2001, Braakhuis et 

a/, 2003). Some accumulated mutations are lethal while others provide an 

additional selective advantage over the neighboring clones resulting in an 

outgrowth of autonomous clones with a more aggressive behavior that now differ 

from their predecessors by an additional mutation. Therefore, all daughter cells 

share the early genetic events, however subsequent subclones have additional 

genetic changes that give them a more aggressive growth advantage. Overall, it 

is the accumulation of mutations in several critical genes that are ultimately 

responsible for the initiation, development and progression of cancer (Scully et 

a/, 2000). 



1.5.1 Types of Genes Altered in Tumorigenesis 

Two major types of genes are critical to tumorigenesis: proto-oncogenes 

and tumor suppressor genes (TSGs). There is a general consensus that 

alterations to both forms of genes are required for cancer to develop. 

I .5.1.1 Role of Oncogenes in Cancer Development 

During the development of cancer, normal cellular genes known as 'proto- 

oncogenes accumulate mutations through one of several possible mechanisms 

including: point mutation, gene amplification, chromosome translocation, and 

possibly through viral infections such as HPV. The normal functions of prota- 

oncogenes are to positively regulate cell division and differentiation. These 

genes encode for proteins such as growth factors, growth factor receptors, 

protein kinases and transcription factors. Examples of such genes known to be 

altered in oral carcinogenesis include ras, EGFR, TGF-a; c-enb 6-2, cyclin Dl,  

and int-2 (FGF-3) (Xia et a/, 1997, Saraneth et all 1992, Grandis et al, 1993, 

Merritt et a/, 1990, Sorners et a/, 1990, Saraneth et a/, 1989). When these genes 

become mutated, resulting in altered gene expression, and often increased 

cellular proliferation, these proto-oncogenes are then referred to as oncogenes. 

For example, the ras protein is a GTPase involved in relaying signals from 

receptor tyrosine kinases to the nucleus to stimulate cell proliferation. Mutation 

of the ms gene results in a protein that lacks the ability to hydrolyze GTP 

rendering it constitutively active, resulting in a continuous signal to the cell to 

divide (Alberts et a/, 1994). 



I .5.1.2 Tumor Suppressor Genes in Cancer Development 

Unlike proto-oncogenes, tumor suppressors are negative regulators of the 

cell cycle and differentiation. They are responsible for inhibiting the cell cycle, 

thus ensuring that any mutations accumulated throughout the genome are 

repaired before the cell cycle proceeds. This ensures that the integrity of the 

genome is maintained and that mutations are not passed on to daughter cells. 

The function of these genes in cancer development is recessive in nature 

meaning that both copies of the gene (or its product) must be altered before the 

critical cell function is lost. In most cases, this requires two independent events, 

which can be diverse, including direct genetic damage (e.g. point mutations, 

chromosome breaks, chromosome loss), promoter hypermethylation (blocks 

transcription of gene) and even downstream inactivation of the protein by 

complexing to viral proteins (e.g. inactivation of p53 and Rb proteins by human 

papilloma virus, see section 1.2.3). Several TSG's are lost in the development of 

OSCC including /NK#a+ARF, and p53 (Jares et a/, 1999, Kresty et al, 2002, van 

Houten et a/, 2002). Other candidate genes such as FHlT and APC are also 

possible TSGs involved in OSCC development (Nagpal et a/, 2003). Unlike 

oncogenes, the function of a TSG is lost; however, the overall result of either 

gain of oncogene function or loss of a TSG can be increased cellular 

proliferation. 

In a non-cancerous cell, there is a balance between proto-oncogene and 

TSG function resulting in a normal rate of cellular proliferation and turnover while 

maintaining genomic integrity. In cancer this balance is lost resulting in 



increased proliferation and the inability to arrest the cell cycle resulting in the 

increased expansion of initiated cells. 

1.5.2 Molecular Alterations of OSCC Development 

Recently evidence suggests that specific molecular changes underlie the 

histological alterations that occur as oral cancer develops. A basic molecular 

progression model has been developed by Califano et a/. (1996) to summarize 

these data. This model incorporates data on both the loss of specific tumor 

suppressor genes and the gain of oncogenes. Described below are the main 

early molecular events that occur in OSCC development. 

1.5.2.1 Early Molecular Alterations of OSCC Development 

The initiating event that is believed to occur in OSCC is the loss of the 

TSG located at 9p21 (Califano et al, 1996, Califano et al, 2000). The gene 

located at this locus actually consists of two genes produced from alternate 

reading frames. The first gene product is p16, a protein that binds and inhibits 

the action of Cyclin Dependant Kinase-4 (CDK-4), thus inhibiting the progression 

of the cell cycle past the R-Point (Rocco et al, 2001); a restriction point in the cell 

cycle where the decision is made to progress from the G I  to S phase (Forastiere 

et a/, 2001). The protein produced by the alternate reading frame is p 19, a 

protein that binds and destabilizes mdm-2 (a gene involved in positive cell cycle 

regulation) (Sharpless etal, 1999). 

The second genetic event in the development of OSCC involves loss of 

the short arm of chromosome 3 (3p) (Scully et al, 2000). At least three loci on 



this chromosome arm are thought to display TSG activity, with most attention 

focusing on the FHIT located at 3p14.2 (Kisielewski et all 1998). Loss at 17p13 

occurs frequently with later stages in progression, commonly associated with 

alteration at the p53 locus. p53 is one of the most frequently altered genes in 

cancer development with mutation occurring in many diverse forms of human 

cancers. The protein product of this gene plays a multifunctional role in 

maintaining genomic integrity. p53 is a transcription factor that regulates other 

gene products that either arrest the cell cycle (e.g. p21), stimulate DNA repair 

(e.g. DNA Polymerase P), induce apoptosis (e.g. bcl-2) or inhibit angiogenesis 

(e.g. VEGF), all of which are characteristics that are lost in cancer development ( 

Zhou et a/, 2001, Weinberg et a/, 1991). Loss of 3p and l7p l3  correlate 

histologically with the development and progression from mild to severe 

dysplasia (Gollin et a/, 2001). Table 1 summarizes the progression molecular 

events correlated with OSCC development. 

These early molecular changes that occur during the development of 

OSCC are prime candidates for molecular markers that could indicate early 

development of OSCC. Identification of such early genetic changes could be 

used to discriminate between those benign OPLs with a low risk of progressing 

towards OSCC and those that are histologically similar to their benign 

counterparts, but may possibly be at an elevated risk of OSCC, thus facilitating 

early intenrention for high-risk individuals and therefore decreasing OSCC 

incidence. 



Table 1 . Cytogenetic alterations in the genetic progression of HNSCC* 

*~dapted from Nagpal et a/, 2001 

Histopathologic 
Description 

Precursor Lesion or 
Benign Squamous 

Hy perplasia 
Dysplasia 

Carcinoma in situ 

lnvasive Carcinoma 

1.6. Fluorescence in situ Hybridization 
The study of genetic alterations involved in the development and 

progression of OSCC is crucial both for understanding the sequential order of 

Cytogenetic 
Change 

9p21 loss 

3p loss 
17pl3 loss 

1 lq13 amplification 
13q21 loss 
14q24 loss 

6p loss 
8p23 loss 

4q26q28 loss 

genetic events responsible for the disease progression and for the identification 

of genetic changes within individuals that could be used to indicate the risk of 

% 
Frequency 

73 

67 
55 

61 
52 
44 
38 
40 
47 

disease development or progression. Fluorescence in situ Hybridization (FISH) 

Candidate 
Gene 

INK4aIA RF 

FHlT 
TP53 

CCND1 
Novel TS Gene 
Not Reported 

Novel TS gene 
Novel TS gene 
Not Reported 

has been developed to work on interphase cells and has the ability to allow the 

enumeration of specifically targeted genomic regions of interest within single 

cells. 

FlSH is a molecular technique that can be used to visually detect the 

presence of loss or gain of whole chromosomes (called aneuploidy) or specific 

targeted chromosomal regions (Werner et a/, 1997). FlSH has successfully been 



utilized to delineate the sequence of genetic alterations that occur during the 

progression of several different cancers including OSCC (Gunawan et a/, 2001, 

Jin et a/, 2001). The ability to detect such change with FlSH in the future may 

have important clinical implications, with use to identify the presence of 

alterations known to be associated with risk of disease progression or 

recurrence. Currently, no molecular markers identified through FlSH have been 

validated as an independent molecular marker of cancer risk; however 

cytogenetic evaluation of tumor material by FlSH is playing an increasing role in 

clinical pathology where the results obtained from FlSH can be used to 

complement the histological analysis of biopsies where the conclusions are 

unclear (Fiegl et a/, 1999, Wolman et a/, 1992). FlSH involves the use of 

Fluorescently labeled DNA probes which hybridize to specific chromosomal 

regions complementary to the probe sequence (Awata et a/, 2000). FlSH probes 

can therefore be targeted to detect the loss of specific Tumor Suppressor Genes 

(TSG) or the gain of oncogenes providing molecular evidence for various cancer 

progression models. The procedure has successfully been applied to detect 

chromosomal alterations in exfoliated cells collected via bronchial lavage or 

voided in the urine of cancer patients and more recently brushings of the oral 

cavity (Awata etal, 2000, lnoue et a/, 2000, lshiwata et a/, 2001, Barnes, R., 

2003). It has also been applied to paraffin-embedded tissues, where it has 

successfully identified chromosomal alterations in several cancers including 

uveal melanoma (Patel et a/, 2001), HNSCC (Jin et a/, 2001), lung cancer 

(Gunawan etal, 2001), and oropharyngeal SCC (Khan etal, 2002). 



1.7. Biomarkers of Oral Cancer Risk 

Because individuals poses different genetic backgrounds, some 

individuals have an increased risk of cancer development. For instance, some 

individuals are at an increased risk of breast cancer development as a result of 

inherited mutations within the BCRA1 or BCRA2 genes (Futreal et a/, 1994, 

Tavtigian et a/, 1996). Other individuals inherit far less penetrable mutations 

within genes involved in various cellular processes such as DNA repair and 

metabolism. These mutations may elevate their risk of acquiring random DNA 

mutations that may possibly lead to the development of initiated cells. Identifying 

biomarkers indicative of early cancer progression or of a potential future risk of 

cancer development has a huge potential value for cancer prevention. The 

following sections will discuss the types of biomarkers that are currently being 

assessed as potential indicators of elevated genetic predisposition to oral cancer. 

1.7.1. Genetic Susceptibility 

Among the processes that are already known to play a significant role in 

susceptibility to oral cancer are those that affect DNA repair processes and 

metabolism. The following is a brief description of each. 

1.7.1 .I. Polymorphisms in DNA Repair 

The association between defective DNA repair systems and a 

predisposition to cancer is best documented for rare autosomal recessive 



diseases such as Xeroderrna Pigmentosum (XP) (where there is an enzyme 

deficiency in the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway), and Hereditary Non- 

Polyposis Colorectal Cancer (HNPCC) where patients are at a high risk of 

developing colon cancer due to a deficiency in the MLHl or MSH2 enzymes 

required for the Mismatch Repair pathway (Cleaver et a/, 2001, King, 2000). The 

inability to repair or recognize DNA adducts or mismatches facilitates the rapid 

accumulation of mutations throughout the genome thus resulting in an increased 

cancer risk. Highly penetrant diseases such as XP and HNPCC only account for 

-5% of all human cancers (Coughlin et a/, 1999). The remaining cancers may be 

due to low penetrant cancer susceptibility genes such as those involved in DNA 

repair (Shen et a/, 2003). It is these less penetrant polymorphisrns that are far 

more common in the general population, and the data increasingly suggests that 

many cancers are a result of genetically-susceptible individuals that are exposed 

to low levels of carcinogens (Roberts et al, 1999). Genetic polymorphisms may 

modulate an individual's response to DNA damaging agents found in diet, 

smoking, alcohol, and the environment. The identification of these less penetrant 

polymorphisms that confer an increased cancer risk may therefore have a large 

impact on the identification of at risk individuals in the general population (Hu et 

a/, 2002). 

There are greater that 130 DNA repair genes that have been associated 

with single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) where the change in a single 

codon may or may not affect the enzyme activity (Wood et a/, 2001). It has been 

suggested that in the general population, many healthy individuals exhibit 



reduced DNA repair capacity (60-85% of normal repair capacities) (Hu et a/, 

2002). Several recent experiments have used biomarkers to quantify DNA 

adducts and other forms of DNA damage in lymphocytes collected from various 

individuals, to evaluate the efficiencies of repair pathways in response to 

carcinogen exposure (see section 1.6.1.2. for more details). Such studies have 

reported a 20-50% difference in the DNA damage at a given exposure level, 

presumably due to differences in repair capacity. Whether this difference 

indicates a similar range in susceptibility to cancer is yet to be determined (Hu et 

a/, 2002, Cheng et al, 2002). 

The nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathways of DNA repair are involved 

in the repair of bulky DNA adducts and pyrimidine dimers. NER is a complex 

pathway that involves the interaction of at least 30 enzymes in order to recognize 

and repair DNA damage (Goode et al, 2002). Within several of the NER 

enzymes many polymorphisms have been identified, including the gene encoding 

for XPC (Shen etal, 2001). XPC is involved early in the process of NER where it 

is partially responsible for detecting the DNA damage and recruiting enzymes 

required for nucleotide excision repair (Shen et a/, 2001). One polymorphism 

within the XPC gene has been identified as a risk factor for HNSCC. This 

polymorphism is found within intron 9 and involves the deletion of a five base-pair 

sequence (GTAAG) and an 83bp insertion consisting of only adenosine and 

thymine (Shen et a/, 2001). The mechanism by which this polymorphism affects 

XPC function cannot easily be explained as it is located within an intron, but it 

may induce aberrant splicing resulting in an altered protein product, or the 



polymorphism may be in linkage with another susceptibility gene for HNSCC 

(Shen et a/, 2001). 

Polymorphisms within double stranded (DS) DNA repair pathways have 

also been associated with an increased risk of cancer. DS DNA breaks are 

caused by normal metabolic processes, ionizing radiation, or exposure to 

environmental agents such as tobacco carcinogens (Wang et a/, 2003). XRCC3 

is an enzyme which functions in promoting homologous recombination of DS 

DNA breaks through binding and stabilizing Rad51 at the site of DNA damage 

(Shen et a/, 2002, Wang et a/, 2003). One SNP in XRCC3 located in exon 7 at 

position 18067 results in a change from cytosine to thymine. This polymorphism 

has been identified as a risk factor for skin melanoma, bladder cancer, HNSCC, 

and lung cancer (Matullo et a/, 2001, Shen et a/, 2002, Wang et a/, 2003, Winsey 

eta/, 2000). Of interest, the increase in risk in HNSCC and lung cancer is only 

obsewed among heavy smokers, possibly as a result of a gene-environment 

interaction where no risk is conferred with low levels of carcinogen exposure 

(Shen et a/, 2002, Wang et a/, 2003). 

Overall, polymorphisrns in several cooperating enzymes in such complex 

DNA repair pathways may interact and affect an individual's overall ability to 

repair DNA damage. Since the polymorphisms may affect different types of DNA 

repair this may result in some specificity with respect to an individual's sensitivity 

to specific agents and the DNA damage that they produce. 



1.7.1.2. Mutagen Sensitivity 

Due to the complexity of the various DNA repair systems, it is difficult to 

link a reduced DNA repair capacity of an entire system to a single genetic 

change. To overcome this obstacle, mutagen sensitivity assays have been 

developed to determine an individual's overall DNA repair capacity for various 

repair systems. The results of these assays have been promising, suggesting 

that they may play a role in identifying individuals more susceptible to 

environmentally induced carcinogenesis, including those susceptible to oral 

cancer (Wu et a/, 2002). 

Most of the data that support a defect in DNA repair for oral cancer 
U 

patients comes from work pioneered by Hsu et a1 (1989). Hsu developed an in 

vitn, assay that could indirectly measure an individual's DNA repair capacity. 

This test involves the collection of blood samples from patients, followed by a cell 

culture of the blood lymphocytes. The lymphocytes are then incubated with 

bleomycin for 5 hours, after which they are treated with colcemid to arrest all 

mitosis. The cells are then harvested and prepared for chromosome analysis, 

which involves an assessment of the number of chromatid breaks for each 

sample (Zhang et al, 2000). The assay assesses the ability of an individual's 

base excision repair pathway to repair DNA damage since bleomycin induces 

both double-strand and single-strand DNA breaks in cells (Gu et a/, 1999). The 

test has been modified to detect other forms of DNA repair by changing the 

mutagen used. For example, as mentioned earlier, benzo[a]pyrene diol epoxide 

(BPDE) is the reactive intermediate formed after phase I metabolism of BaP, a 



chief carcinogen found in tobacco smoke (Cheng et all 2002). BPDE binds to 

DNA resulting in a bulky adduct which must be repaired through the nucleotide 

excision repair (NER) pathway. The ability of an individual's NER pathways to 

repair damaged DNA is determined through the application of BPDE in the 

mutagen sensitivity assay (Wei et a/, 1996). 

Several case-control studies have examined the significance of mutagen 

sensitivity phenotypes with respect to risk of oral cancer (Yu et all 1999, Zhang et 

a/, 2000, Wu et a/, 2002, Zhu et a/, 2002). These studies have shown that 

chromosome breaks by both BPDE and bleomycin are significantly elevated in 

individuals with oral cancer, or in individuals with a family history of oral cancer. 

These data suggest that a reduced capacity may genetically predispose 

individuals to oral cancer development (Wu et a/, 2002, Zhu et a/, 2002). Of 

further interest is the effect of second hand tobacco smoke and its interaction 

with mutagen sensitivity on the risk of head and neck cancer. In a case control 

study by Zhang et a1 (2000) an odds ratio (OR) of 2.8 was found for the 

association between second hand smoke and the risk for head and neck cancer. 

However this relationship was not significant, probably due to its small sample 

size and a larger study is required to confirm this finding. 

Mutagen sensitivity assays have also been used to demonstrate that DNA 

damage is not found randomly distributed throughout the genome, but rather it is 

concentrated in specific regions (Zhu et a/, 2002). As mentioned previously, loss 

of 3p occurs early in the molecular progression of oral cancer and is one of the 

most frequently identified genetic aberrations. Three specific regions are 

27 



commonly deleted: 3p24-ter, 3p21.3 and 3pl4-centromere (Z hu et a/, 2002). 

Zhu et a/ (2002) used a combination of the mutagen sensitivity assay with BPDE 

and FISH analysis to demonstrate that 3p may be a molecular target of BPDE in 

HNSCC patients. Their data showed an increased number of genetic aberrations 

at 3p21 among cases. The odds ratio (OR) for HNSCC risk associated with 

BPDE-induced 3p21 aberrations was 4.8. This suggests that these genetic 

aberrations may be etiologically related to oral cancer and that defects in their 

repair might partially explain why cancer developed in these individuals. 

The results of these mutagen sensitivity assays cannot directly be linked 

to the risk of oral cancer as these studies are all done on surrogate tissues 

(lymphocytes); however, other studies have demonstrated a strong relationship 

between genetic relatedness and mutagen sensitivity suggesting that DNA repair 

capacity is highly heritable (Yu et a/, 1999, Z hu et a/, 2002). For example, the 

OR for increased mutagen sensitivity of an individual with siblings affected by 

HNSCC is 14.6 (Yu et a/, 1999). These studies on the heritability of the mutagen 

sensitivity phenotype suggest that using lymphocytes as a surrogate tissue may 

be relevant to predicting oral cancer risk. 

1.7.2. Metabolic Polymorphisms 

There is an increasing body of literature suggesting that metabolic 

polymorphisms also have an impact on an individual's cancer risk (Laffon et a/, 

2003, Morita etal, 1999, Cabelguenne etal, 2001). Biotransforrnation of 

compounds by metabolic enzymes plays an important role in carcinogenic 



activity and organ specificity of environmental carcinogens, and a large inter- 

individual variation in the production of metabolic metabolites can partially be 

explained by genetic polymorphisms in metabolic enzymes (Autrup, 2000). 

The amount of an ultimate carcinogen that reacts with DNA is determined 

by both its activation and detoxification. An increase in the rate of formation, or a 

decrease in the rate of detoxification theoretically results in an increased 

concentration of ultimate carcinogens. Thus, more DNA adducts are formed, 

consequently increasing the individual's risk of accumulating mutations in critical 

genes required to prevent cancer development (Autrup, 2000). An example of a 

decreased metabolic capacity and an increased level of DNA adducts is found in 

bladder tissues, where a decreased activity of N-acetyltransferase (a phase II 

enzyme involved in the detoxification of several compounds) results in a 

generally increased level of aromatic amine DNA adducts in the bladder tissue 

(Autrup, 2000). Several polymorphism in metabolic enzymes have been 

identified and found to be associated with an increased cancer risk. These are 

described below. 

t7.2.t  Phase I Enzymes 

Cytochromes p450s are a superfamily of enzymes that are involved in the 

metabolism of a large number of exogenous and endogenous compounds. The 

family consists of over 50 genes, coding for enzymes that all function as mixed 

function mono-oxygenases that require NADPH as a co-factor (Autrup, 2000). 

Substrates for these enzymes show a wide range from fatty acids to steroids and 



a large number of xenobiotics. All tissues in the body express these enzymes in 

a tissue specific fashion although the liver is the site of highest activity (Autrup, 

2000). Of the cytochrome families, Cyp 1, Cyp 2 and Cyp3 are the predominant 

ones involved in xenobiotic metabolism. Many genes in these 3 families have 

been found to be polymorphically expressed and hence, could impact on 

enzymes activities (Bartsch et a/, 2000). 

The Cyp 1 family consists of three genes: CYPlAl, CYPlA2, and 

CYP1 B1. CYPlA I metabolizes a range of PAHs including benzo[a]pyrene and 

others in tobacco smoke, CYPlA2 metabolizes arylamines, nitrosamines, and 

aromatic hydrocarbons, and CYPlB1 metabolizes a number of PAHs and 

endogenous compounds such as estrogen (Autrup, 2000). 

Two different genetic polymorphisms within the CYPlA1 gene are thought 

to be associated with the large inter-individual differences in this enzyme's 

activity (KO et a/, 2001). The first polymorphism involves an Ile / Val substitution 

due to a base change at A4889G located within the heme binding region in exon 

7. The variant form has been associated with a 2-fold increase in the enzyme's 

catalytic activity; however, several i n - v h  studies have concluded that this 

variant is not functionally important (Persson et a/, 1997). The second 

polymorphism found within CYPlAl also involves a point mutation where 

thymine is substituted for cytosine and is known as the Mspl variant allele; 

however, no change in the resultant protein amino acid sequence occurs as this 

polymorphism is found in the 3'-noncoding region at the nucleotide T6235C (KO 

et a/, 2001). Nevertheless, this variant allele has been associated with an 



increased susceptibility to smoking-induced cancers in the Japanese population 

(Kiyohara et a/, 1998). 

Four polymorphisms of CYPIBI have also been identified at the following 

amino acid residues: 48 (Arg:Gly), 119 (Ala:Ser), 432 (VakLeu), and 453 

(Asn:Leu) (KO et a/, 2001). The Val:Leu variant found at codon 432 has been 

implicated in alterations to the catalytic ability of CYPIBI and has been found to 

be associated with colorectal cancer (Fritsche et a/, 1999) and HNSCC ( KO eta/, 

2001). KO et a1 identified the variant allele at codon 432 as a susceptibility factor 

in smoking-related cancer cases. Smoking cases were found to be 4.5 times 

more likely to carry the variant than non-smoking cases of HNSCC. In addition, 

an interactive effect between the variant CYPIBI allele and the phase II GSTM 

Null variant was found to further increase an individual's risk of HNSCC. 

1.7.2.2. Phase H Enzymes 

There are several phase II enzyme systems that detoxify the reactive 

metabolites produced from phase I reactions. The Glutathione-S-Transferases 

(GSTs) belong to one major class of phase II enzymes. This family of 

detoxification enzymes conjugates hydrophobic and electrophillic compounds 

with reduced glutathione in order to make the compounds more water soluble 

and therefore more easily excreted. Most compounds conjugated with 

glutathione are less toxic; however, a small number of compounds are actually 

bioactivated (Autrup, 2000). 



GSTM is one subclass of the GST family. It consists of 5 genes (MI-M5), 

located at 1 p13 (Autrup, 2000). The catalytic activity of proteins from these 5 

genes is very similar; however there is some variation in expression patterns 

among tissues for the different classes of GSTM where, for example, GSTM1 is 

highly expressed in the liver but not in the lung, and GSTM3 is expressed in the 

lung. Among the general population there is a wide range of inter-individual 

GSTM activities due to gene deletions (which result in null genotypes) and allelic 

variation (Autrup, 2000). Individuals homozygous for GSTM null (no enzyme 

activity) have been reported to have an increased risk of lung, bladder, colon, 

and breast cancer, presumably due to their inability to detoxify reactive 

intermediate metabolites (d'Errico etal, 1996). A gene interaction has also been 

found to exist between GSTM alleles, smoking habits, and the risk of oral cancer. 

A significant risk in oral cancer (Odds Ratio 2.6) was found in individuals who 

smoked and carried the GSTMl null allele (KO etal, 2001). 

1.7.2.3. Alcohol Metabolism 

Alcohol is an independent risk factor for oral cancer; therefore 

polymorphisms in the enzymes responsible for the metabolism of ethanol may 

have an impact on an individual's risk. Recent reports have revealed that 

acetaldehyde, a metabolic intermediate of ethanol, may be the main carcinogen 

related to increased cancer risk. It has been found to cause mutations, form 

DNA adducts, and inhibit DNA repair (Zavras et a/, 2002). Acetaldehyde levels 

are regulated by three enzyme systems: (1) Alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) which 

produces acetaldehyde from ethanol; (2) Acetaldehyde dehydrogenase which 



converts acetaldehyde into acetate; and (3) the cytochrome p450 phase 1 

enzyme CYP2E1. 

Alcohol dehydrogenase is primarily responsible for the metabolism of 

alcohol. Seven genes encoding ADH have been identified in humans and 

variations within these genes have been associated with altered enzyme activity 

(Zavras et a/, 2002). One SNP found within ADH3 has been found to significantly 

affect the Vm,for ethanol oxidation. Individuals with ADH3'-' genotype have a 

2.5 fold increase in their Vm,compared with individuals with the homozygous 

genotype ADHY-~ (Bosron et a/, 1986). A study on French alcoholics identified 

the variant ADH3'-' as a potential risk factor for laryngeal cancer; cancer patients 

had elevated frequencies of the ADH3'-' allele over controls (Coutelle et a/, 

1997). However, a second study analyzing the effect of ADH3 polymorphisms 

and oral cancer risk due to alcohol consumption, found exactly the opposite 

relationship between drinking and ADH3 genotype. The results from this study 

indicated that individuals with an ADH~'" allele were at a decreased risk of oral 

cancer compared with individuals carrying the ADHY'~ genotype (Zavras et a/, 

2002). Several other studies have also investigated the effect of ADH3 

polymorphisrns and oral cancer risk, and have still not resolved any definitive 

relationship between ADH3 and oral cancer risk due to conflicting results. All of 

these studies were carried out on a small scale and only produced barely 

significant results. To determine the true relationship between AHD3 and oral 

cancer risk, studies will need to be carried out using much larger sample sizes in 

order to produce repeatable, convincingly significant results. 



Alcohol is also metabolized to acetaldehyde to a lesser extent by 

CYP2E1. Polymorphisms in CYP1E2 may therefore also affect an individual's 

cancer risk due to alcohol consumption. CYP2E1 and ADH are both expressed 

in the liver where the majority of ethanol metabolism occurs; however, both of 

these enzymes are also expressed in the upper aerodigestive tract where 

differences in enzyme activities may also directly influence oral cancer risk. In 

addition to alcohol, CYP2E1 is also involved in the metabolism of several 

xenobiotics, including a range of low-molecular-weight organic compounds such 

as benzene and N-nitrosamines (both tobacco carcinogens). One genetic 

variation found within this gene is known as the RsalIPstl allele, found within the 

5' flanking region of the gene. This polymorphism results in differential 

transcription regulation (Bouchardy et a/, 2000). The variant allele results in an 

increased metabolizer phenotype for benzene and has been associated with an 

increased risk of lung cancer in smokers (Wu eta/, 1997). In one study by 

Bouchardy et a1 (2000), the relationship between CYP2E1 polymorphisms and 

cancers of the upper aerodigestive tract was investigated. This study showed a 

borderline significant association between the variant CYP2E1 allele and 

increased oral, pharyngeal, and laryngeal cancer risk, with a 2.6-fold increase in 

risk of oral and pharyngeal cancer. 

1.7.2.4. Additional Polymorphisms Conferring Risk 

Further complicating the overall evaluation of an individual's risk based on 

genetic polymorphism are polymorphisms that have been identified in enzymes 

regulating the cell cycle such as p21. p21 is a universal inhibitor of cyclin 



dependant kinases (CDK's), responsible for progression through the cell cycle. 

This protein plays a central role in arresting cellular growth, inducing terminal 

differentiation, and apoptosis (Xiong et al, 1993). The p21 protein has several 

domains that interact directly with p53, CDKs, and cyclins and changes in its 

amino acid sequence could significantly alter binding of these proteins (Ralhan et 

a/, 2000). One polymorphism is located at codon 149 in exon 2, resulting in a 

substitution of aspartic acid for glycine. This polymorphism has been reported to 

be at a significantly higher frequency in patients with either oral premalignant 

lesions (involving hyperplasia or dysplasia) or oral cancer suggesting that this 

change in amino acid sequence within p21 may a risk factor for oral cancer 

development (Ralhan et al, 2000). 

1.7.3. FHIT as a Molecular Marker of Oral Cancer Risk 

As previously discussed, loss of 3p is one of the early events in several 

cancers (Mao et al, 1996). Although at least three different regions are lost and 

are proposed to be the sites of putative tumor suppressor genes, 3p14 is the 

region that is most strongly linked to risk of progression (Rosin etal., 2000). The 

putative tumor suppressor gene found in this region is thought to be Fragile 

Histidine Triad gene or FHIT, located at 3~14.2. Interestingly, 3p14 may be 

targeted by carcinogens, as the FHIT gene lies within the fragile site FRA3B 

(Corbin et al, 2002). 

Several fragile sites are found throughout the human genome including 

FRA3B located at 3p14, FRA7G on chromosome 7, and FRA16D on 



chromosome 16. These sites are described as highly unstable regions of the 

genome that show gaps, breaks, rearrangements, and mutated chromosomes 

when cultured under conditions that inhibit DNA replication (Glover et a/, 1998). 

Due to their unstable sequences, they have also been implicated in the initiation 

and perpetuation of breakage-fusion cycles leading to chromosome 

rearrangements (Corbin et al, 2002). FRA7G and FRA16D have both been 

shown to be deleted in tumor cells. 

Although the location of such common fragile sites has been determined, 

the underlying mechanism that gives rise to their increased susceptibility to DNA 

damage has not been determined. Sequencing the areas of deletion within 

FRA3B has not identified specific sequences that are more susceptible to 

fragmentation (Corbin et al, 2002). It is not known if these fragile sites are 

composed of a single spanning unstable sequence, or if they are composed of 

multiple "hotspots" for DNA recombination or breakage (Corbin et al, 2002). 

FRA3B is one of the most highly expressed common fragile sites within 

the genome (Wilke et a/, 1996). This has great implications for the stability of 

FHIT, increasing its susceptibility to instability and carcinogen-induced damage. 

Rearrangements within FHlT are common in carcinomas of the breast, ovary, 

pancreas, colon, kidney, and esophagus (Negrini etal, 1996, Virgilio etal, 1996, 

Soui  et a/, 1996). In breast cancer, loss of FHlT is believed to be associated 

with the loss of BCRA2 or BCRA1, with the latter both involved in the repair of 

DS DNA breaks (Pandis et al, 1997). Significantly higher frequencies of LOH at 

3p14.2 have been observed in breast cancer tumors with BCRA2 deleterious 



mutations compared with sporadic breast carcinomas not harboring BCRA2 

mutations (Turner et al, 2002), suggesting that loss of BCRAZ affects the stability 

of F H I T m 3 B  within breast carcinomas, resulting in an increased loss of 

3p14.2 that has been associated with a reduced expression of FHIT (Turner et al, 

2002). 

The function of FHlT in the development of carcinomas has also been 

investigated in Hereditary Non-Polyposis Colorectal Cancer (HNPCC). FHlT 

knock-out mice have been shown to be more susceptible to the development of 

"Muir-Torre Syndromen, characterized by one or more sebaceous tumors and the 

coexistence of one or more visceral carcinomas (Turner et a/, 2002). This Muir- 

Torre Syndrome in mice is histologically similar to HNPCC in humans. A large 

sub-group of HNPCC patients are predisposed to HNPCC through germ-line 

mutations in MSH2 or MLHl, genes responsible for mismatch repair. It has been 

hypothesized that the absence of FHIT in a large fraction of these diseases may 

be due to unrepaired damage at FRA3B (Turner et a/, 2002). FHlT may 

therefore be a molecular target in such repairdeficient cancers leading to FHlT 

loss and clonal expansion of FHlT -1- tumors. This supposition is supported by 

other studies that suggest that genes located within fragile sites such as the 

WWOX gene (located within FRA 16D) exhibit hallmarks of a TSG (Huebner et a/, 

2001) may be directly involved in turnorigenesis of repair-deficient cancers, as 

these areas are more susceptible to DNA damage (Turner et a/, 2002). 

Loss of FHlT expression has also been identified in esophageal SCC, 

where hypermethylation of the FHlT promoter has been associated with FHlT 



transcriptional inactivation (Tanaka et a1 1998). Like the molecular progression 

model of HNSCC (see section 1.5), loss of FHIT has been demonstrated to occur 

early in the process of esophageal tumorigenesis, present in precancerous 

lesions (Mori et a/, 2000). Moreover, a high frequency of FHIT hypermethylation 

has also been identified in non-cancerous tissues of patients with esophageal 

SCC and may represent early predisposing changes in that tissue (Kuroki et a/, 

2003). 

Due to the early appearance of alterations to FHIT in the progression of 

tumorigenesis and its apparent role in the development of several types of 

carcinomas, FHIT may be an excellent early biomarker of HNSCC development 

and may be indicative of an elevated risk of premalignant lesions progressing to 

cancer. Detection of such high-risk premalignant lesions may allow early 

intervention in the disease, resulting in a decrease in the incidence, morbidity 

and mortality of the disease. 
1 



2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Despite improvements in surgical, chemotherapeutic, and radiation 

therapies over the last five decades, the prognosis for oral cancer patients has 

not improved and remains poor with a 5-year survival rate not exceeding 50%. 

An alternative approach to reducing the number of deaths due to oral cancer is to 

reduce the rate of cancer incidence through early detection resulting in cancer 

delay or prevention. Oral premalignant lesions (OPL's) are indicative of 

increased oral cancer risk, however due to their low rates of malignant 

transformation, clinicians are unable to accurately identify those OPL's that will 

progress to cancer. In addition, not all oral cancers arise at the same site of 

OPL's and some cancers arise without the presence of OPL's. The identification 

of molecular markers that are mechanistically linked to the genetic progression of 

oral cancer may provide more accurate risk estimates of individuals with an 

increased risk of oral cancer development. Loss of FHIT occurs early in oral 

cancer, and the identification of changes to FHIT associated with increased 

cancer risk within individuals practicing high-risk behaviors for oral squamous cell 

carcinoma may be able to identify those at risk of malignant transformation and 

thus facilitate early intervention and cancer prevention. 



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

This study is unique as its research focus is not limited to individuals with 

clinical signs of either pre-cancer or malignant transformation, rather the goal of 

this study was to determine if genetic alterations associated with oral cancer 

could be identified within individuals before any clinical onset of the disease 

presents itself. This study demonstrated that non-invasive methods of sample 

collection such as the cytobrush are capable of collecting sufficient sample sizes 

from individuals of the general population, and provided evidence that such 

sampling procedures would be applicable in the development of high-throughput 

oral cancer prevention and screening programs. 

The results of this study provides strong evidence that genetic alterations 

associated with oral cancer development can be detected in individuals with no 

clinical signs of the disease and supports future research into the development of 

molecular markers such as FHlT associated with early cancer development. 

Such molecular markers have a great potential for early cancer detection and 

intervention that may reduce the morbidity and mortality currently associated with 

oral cancer. 



4. OBJECTIVES 

To optimize a protocol that would produce high quality nick 

translation probes targeted towards 3p14.2 and centromere 3 to 

apply in in situ Hybridization using exfoliated cells. 

To determine if in situ Hybridization with probes targeted 

towards 3p14.2 and centromere 3 could be used to detect the 

presence of abnormal signal patterns within these genomic 

regions in samples obtained from smokers. 

To develop cut-off values that could be used to discriminate 

between naturally occurring background levels of genetic 

alterations and elevated levels of damage at 3p14.2 and 

centromere 3 due to prolonged exposure to tobacco 

carcinogens. 



5. HYPOTHESIS 

Due to prolonged exposure to tobacco carcinogens, exfoliated cells 

collected from high-risk regions (ventrolateral tongue and floor of mouth) from 

smokers will contain rare genetic alterations to centromere 3 and 3p14.2 that are 

consistent with genetic alterations occurring in tumor margins of oral cancer 

patients, and secondly that smokers will exhibit significantly increased levels of 

genetic damage at these loci when compared with age-matched and gender- 

matched nonsmokers. 



6. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

6.1. Study Groups 
Ethical approval was obtained from the research ethics committees at 

Simon Fraser University (SFU) (Appendix I), University of British Columbia 

(UBC), and the British Columbia Cancer Agency (BCCA). Participation in the 

study was voluntary, and signed consent was required before the participants 

entered into the study. To ensure confidentiality, each study subject was 

assigned a study number that was solely used throughout the entire study. 

There were three groups of individuals included in this study: 

1) Oral cancer patients (1 9 individuals): diagnosed with oral 

carcinoma in situ or oral squamous cell carcinoma at time of 

collection. 

Smokers (30 individuals): exposure of at least 1 pack year of 

cigarettes and no history of head and neck cancer. 

Non-smoker controls (29 individuals): no history of smoking or 

head and neck cancer. 

6.1 .l. Oral Cancer Patients 

Samples from individuals with cancer were collected from the patients 

attending the Oral Dysplasia Clinic at the BC Cancer Agency. This clinic has 

been accruing oral cancer and pre-cancer patients into a province-wide, ongoing 



longitudinal study referred to at the Oral Health Study (OHS) since November 

1999. Inclusion of participants into the study required histological confirmation of 

either CIS or OSCC by the study pathologist Dr. Lewei Zhang. CIS was 

confirmed by the presence of dysplastic changes found throughout the entire 

epithelium, while OSCC was characterized by invasion of the underlying basal 

lamina. 

6.1.2. Smokers and Non-smokers 

Samples from individuals with no clinical signs of OSCC development 

were collected from smokers and non-smokers from patients attending the 

Abacus Dental Centre, owned and operated by Dr. Stanly Soon. To be 

incorporated into the study, all patients had to be a minimum of 19 years old and 

provide information regarding their demographics and tobacco exposure through 

the completion of a questionnaire (Appendix 2). 

6.2. Demographic Data and Sample Collection 
6.2.1. Collection of Demographic Information 

All participants in this study filled out a detailed questionnaire upon entry 

into the study (Appendix 2). However, for the purpose of this study, only the data 

providing information on age, gender, smoking habits, and smoking exposure 

were used as they were the factors required to investigate the effects of tobacco 

carcinogens on FHlT and centrornere 3. To quantitate the amount of tobacco 

usage by both former and current smokers, the pack-years of cigarette exposure 



was calculated (refer to Appendix 3 for an example of pack-year calculation). 

6.2.2. Collection of Exfoliated Cells 

Prior to sample collection, all oral cancer subjects were instructed to rinse 

their mouths with 20ml of tap water to remove food debris. All participants 

(smokers and non-smokers) from the Abacus Dental Centre located in Mission 

British Columbia were instructed to brush their teeth before sample collection if 

the sample was collected before their teeth were cleaned. Patient whose 

samples were collected following teeth cleaning were not required to brush their 

teeth prior to sample collection. 

Samples were collected with a sterile cytobrush (Henry Schein Arcone 

Inc., Delta BC) applied to the oral mucosa and repeatedly passed over the 

surface for at least 12 strokes. Following sample collection, the cytobrush was 

immediately immersed in a sterile cryovial containing Iml of TE-9 buffer solution 

(0.03 M Tris, 3.0 mM EDTA, pH 8.9) and was spun in the solution vigorously to 

ensure effective transfer of the cells from the cytobrush into the buffer solution. 

The cryovials were then immediately transferred into a liquid nitrogen tank where 

they were snap frozen and subsequently stored until use. 

One sample was collected from each oral cancer patient. This sample 

was taken from the tumor margin mucosa 5 mm-I5 mm outside of the clinically- 

identifiable lesion. Two clinically normal samples were collected from both the 

smokers and nonsmoker patients of the Abacus dental clinic. The first sample 

was taken by brushing the entire surface of both buccal mucosae, and the 



second sample was then collected by brushing both sides of the ventrolateral 

tongue and floor of mouth as these locations are at a higher risk of oral cancer 

development in western countries (Parkin et a/, 2001). 

6.3. Laboratory Procedures 

The data collection of this study was done blinded. All samples were 

randomly coded so that the patient type was not known. This study used two 

Fluorescently labeled DNA probes that were made within our laboratory using the 

Nick Translation Kit supplied by Vysis (Downers Grove, IL). The first probe from 

the BAC 91A15 was made to target chromosorrm 3 (CEP3), while the second 

probe made using the BAC 170K19 was targeted to bind to 3p14.2. The CEP3 

probe was labeled with Spectrum Green fluorophores and the 3p14.2 probe was 

labeled with Spectrum Orange fluorophores. Figure 4 provides an overview of 

the location along chromosome 3 where the BACS used to make these probes 

are located. 

6.3.1. Nick 1 ranslation 

6.3.1 .l. Preparing the Reagents for Nick Translation 

The overall goal of the nick translation procedure is to produce 

Fluorescently labeled DNA probes targeted towards specific genomic regions 

with maximal , optimal for sample scoring. Due to the sensitivity of the reagents 

to light, all reagents used in Nick Translation were handled in a low light 



environment. Nick Translation is supplied as a kit from Vysis (Downers Grove, 

IL); therefore all reagents in the procedure are supplied through Vysis. Three 

different Nick Translation reaction mixtures were individuatly prepared as per the 

manufacturer's directions, directly before their use as described by Vysis. The 

solution A contained the Fluorescently labeled dUTP, and this solution was 

prepared by adding I pl of 1 mM dUTP to 4pl of PCR water. The dUTP is 

Fluorescently labeled and when applied in FISH, the dUTP provides the source 

of used to enumerate the copy number of the targeted genomic region;, 

therefore the selection of the color of the dUTP applied in Nick Translation 

determines what color the DNA probe will fluoresce when applied in FISH. For 

the 3p14.2 locus, dUTP labeled with Fluorescence orange fluorophores was 

selected, and for CEP3, dUTP Fluorescently labeled with green fluorophores was 

selected. Solution B included dlTP where 2pl of 0.3mM dlTP was added to 4pl 

of PCR water. Solution C contained a mixture of dNTP's where 4 ~ 1  of 0.3mM 

dATP, dCTP, and dGTP were combined together in a microcentrifuge tube. 

6.3.1.2. Nick Translation Assay Procedure 

Again, due to the sensitivity of the reagents to light, the Nick Translation 

Assay was carried out in a low light environment. The reaction was carried out in 

a 1.5ml blue centrifuge tube to reduce the penetrance of light into the reaction 

mixture. First, 1 pg of the specific extracted bacterial artificial chromosome 

(BAC) DNA was added to the 1.5ml centrifuge tube. The BAC 9 lA l5  contains 

the genomic region encompassing the 3p14.2 locus therefore 91A15 BAC DNA 



was used to make the probes targeted towards 3p14.2, whereas the BAC170Kl9 

contains a genomic region encompassing the centromeric region of centromere 3 

and was therefore applied in the Nick Translation Assay when preparing probes 

targeted for CEP 3. After the addition of the appropriate BAC DNA, nuclease 

free water was added to the reaction mixture to bring the total volume up to 

17.5~1. Following the addition of the nuclease free water, 2.5~1 of solution A was 

added, followed by addition of 5pl of solution B and 10pl of solution C. The Nick 

Translation 1 OX buffer was then removed from the -20•‹C freezer and 

immediately 5pl of the buffer was added to the reaction mixture. Finally, 10pI of 

the nick translation enzyme was added, bringing the total volume of the reaction 

mixture to 50pl. The time immediately after the enzyme was added was 

recorded and used as time zero. The nick translation reaction was then 

incubated in the dark at 15OC for 2-4 hours or until the final average DNA 

fragment size was approximately 200-350 base pairs long. Fluorescence DNA 

probes within this size range were found to produce maximal signals when used 

in FISH, optimal for sample scoring. 

At regular intervals, 9pl of the incubating Nick Translation reaction mixture 

was removed and added to 1 pl DNA loading buffer where it and a 100 base pair 

DNA ladder were then loaded into a 2% agarose gel and run at 120VIcm to 

determine the average size of the DNA fragments. When the average size of the 

DNA fragments in the sample were approximately 500 base pairs, the Nick 

Translation reaction was stopped by immersing the centrifuge tube containing the 

reaction mixture in a 70•‹C water bath for ten minutes to denature the enzyme 



and stop the further digestion of the DNA. The reaction mixture was stopped 

when the latest sample size was determined to be 500 base pairs, as one hour 

had elapsed since obtaining the sample and running it on the agarose gel, 

therefore during that hour, the nick translation reaction continued, resulting in an 

average fragment size within the desired optimized size range. The final DNA 

fragment length was then determined electrophoretically, and the Nick 

Translation reaction was stored at -20•‹C until applied in FISH. 

6.3.1.3. Precipitating the Probe 

Dual probes were applied to each slide, and each of the probes (3p14.2 

and CEP3) were precipitated separately prior to application in FISH. 1Oul of nick 

translation probe DNA for four FlSH slides was precipitated out of solution and 

re-suspended in an appropriate hybridization buffer before being applied to the 

FlSH slides. For each slide processed through FISH, 2.5~1 of each nick 

translation reaction mixture was required for sufficient probe binding, and four 

slides were processed through FlSH at the same time. Therefore 10pl of each 

nick translation reaction mixture was precipitated each time slides were 

processed through FISH. To the 10pl of nick translation reaction mixture, 21.19 of 

COT-1 DNA was added, followed by the addition of 5 pg of salmon sperm DNA 

and 8pl of double distilled water. To this precipitation solution, 2.4 pl of 3M 

sodium acetate and 60p1 100% ethanol were added. The precipitation solution 

was then placed at -20•‹C for 15-20 minutes after which it was centrifuged at 

80009 for thirty minutes at 4•‹C to collect the precipitated DNA as a pellet. 



Following centrifugation, the supernatant was removed and discarded, and the 

DNA pellet was air dried at room temperature for 10-1 5 minutes. The DNA was 

then re-suspended in 16.2~1 LSI hybridization buffer supplied by Vysis (Downers 

Grove, IL) and stored at -20•‹C until required for FISH. 

6.3.2. Fluorescence in situ Hybridization 

6.3.2.1. Slide Preparation 

Samples were removed from liquid nitrogen and left to thaw on the bench. 

A sufficient amount of cells was then removed from the cryovial(100-300 PI) and 

transferred into a 1.5 ml centrifuge tube. Exfoliated cells were collected from the 

sample by centrifugation at 5000g for 5 minutes. Centrifugation was repeated for 

an additional 5 minutes if the pellets were still too diffuse. The supernatant was 

then removed from the pellet of cells, followed by resuspension in Carnoy's 

solution (100% methanol : glacial acetic acid 3:l (vlv)). The volume of Carnoyps 

solution added to resuspend the cells depended on the pellet size. If the pellet 

was not visible, 20 pl of Carnoy's was added, if a pellet was visible, up to 35 pl of 

Carnoy's was added depending on the pellet size. The suspended exfoliated 

cells were then pipetted onto a silanized glass slide from a height of 5-7cm to 

ensure proper dispersion of the cells. The slides were then left at room 

temperature for approximately 15 minutes in the fume hood to allow the Carnoy's 

solution to evaporate resulting in fixation of the exfoliated cells to the slide. The 

location of the cells was then marked on the bottom side of the slide using a 

diamond pen to show the area of the slide containing the sample. By marking 



the area of the cells, this ensured that later in the procedure, the probes were 

added onto the area of the slide containing the sample. 

6.3.2.2. Pretreatment of FISH Slides 

Before probes were hybridized to the samples, the sample material was 

pretreated to reduce the non-specific probe hybridization to non-target nucleic 

acids, and to reduce the interaction of the probe with proteins or other cellular 

components. Pretreatment of the samples also facilitated the penetration of the 

probe into the cell nuclei in order for probe binding to occur. As soon as the 

samples dropped onto the glass slides were dry (1 0-1 5 minutes at room 

temperature) the slides were immediately placed in a 2X saline sodium citrate 

(SSC) solution (pH 7.2-7.4) at 37•‹C and aged for twenty minutes. The purpose 

of aging is to improve hybridization efficiency and signal brightness. Next, the 

slides were immersed in a pepsin solution (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO; 

prepared from 49.5ml purified water, 0.5ml of I M HCL, and 25 p1 of 10% pepsin 

in distilled water) at 37•‹C for four minutes. Immersion in the pepsin solution 

increases the permeability of the nuclei and unmasks nucleic acids from 

associated proteins which overall increases probe detection and accessibility. 

Following immersion in pepsin, slides were then washed with 1X phosphate- 

buffered saline (PBS) at room temperature for two minutes. Next, slides were 

immersed in the fixation solution (41 .l ml H20, 2.5ml 1 M MgCI2, 5.0ml of 1 OX 

PBS, and 1.35ml of 37% formaldehyde) for two minutes at room temperature. 

Fixation stabilized the cellular structure by cross-linking the cellular proteins 



resulting in the reduction of diffusion and loss of DNA during denaturation. Slides 

were then washed twice inlX PBS for two minutes. The slides were then 

dehydrated in a series of increasing concentrations of ethanol (70%, 85%, 100%) 

at room temperature for one minute each, then placed in the fume hood for 112 

minutes to dry. 

6.3.2.3. Slide and Probe Denaturation 

Denaturation of the cellular and probe DNA is essential as it separates the 

double stranded DNA and thus facilitates the single stranded probes to bind to 

their complementary DNA sequence within the cell. Following the dehydration 

step, the slides were placed in the denaturation solution (35ml 70% formamide, 

5ml20X SSC, and 10ml H20; pH 7.2-7.4) at 73•‹C for five minutes. Immediately 

following denaturation, the slides were dehydrated in a series of increasing 

concentrations of ethanol (70%. 85%, and 100%) at room temperature for one 

minute each. Following dehydration, the slides were left at room temperature to 

dry. At this point, the target cellular DNA was ready to receive the probe. After 

denaturation of the samples, both of the probes (3~14.2 and CEP3) suspended 

in the LSI buffer as described earlier were removed from -20•‹C and placed in a 

73•‹C water bath for 5 minutes to ensure complete denaturation of the probe. 

Following denaturation, the two probes were combined and mixed. 

6.3.2.4. Probe Hybridization 

To each of the prepared FISH slides, 8pl of the mixed probe hybridization 

solution was applied to the center area where the sample was located. A sterile 



25 m d  coverslip (Corning, Acton, MA) was placed over the droplet of 

hybridization mixture and slight pressure was applied to the coverslip to remove 

air bubbles and to ensure complete coverage of the sample area with the 

hybridization mixture. Rubber cement was then applied on all edges of the 

coverslip to ensure the probes did not escape from under the coverslip. Slides 

were placed in a humidified hybridization box (Figure I )  and this box was stored 

at 37OC for 16-24 hours to ensure adequate time for hybridization of the probe to 

the cellular DNA. Again, as the probes applied to the slides were light sensitive, 

the steps involved in probe denaturation and hybridization were done in a low- 

light environment. 

6.3.2.5. Washing and Counterstaining 

After hybridization, the non-specifically bound and weakly bound probe 

was removed by repeated washing, leaving probe bound only to areas of 

perfectly matched nucleotides and thereby reducing background . To help 

facilitate the removal of non-specifically bound probe the detergent Nonidet P-40 

(NP-40) was used (Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) which is anionic, DNAase-free 

detergent. The slides were removed from the hybridization box and the rubber 

cement and coverslips were removed. The slides were then immediately 

immersed in the first washing solution (0.4% SSC / 0.3% NP-40; pH 7.5) at 73•‹C 

for two minutes. Next, the slides were immersed in the second washing solution 

(2X SSC, 0.1% NP-40; pH 7.5) for two minutes at room temperature. The slides 

were then allowed to dry by placing them upright in a dark chamber at room 



temperature for 30 minutes. 

After the slides had dried, the non-hybridized DNA was counterstained 

with 4,6 diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI II, Vysis, Downers Grove, IL) to identify 

the nuclear regions of each cell within which the Fluorescence signals could be 

counted. DAPl I1 is an effective nuclear counterstain as it binds to DNA and 

fluoresces bright blue when exposed to UV light. To each target area on each 

slide, 6pl of DAPl II was added, and a 25 mm2 glass coverslip was then placed 

over the target area. Slight pressure was applied to the coverslip to ensure no 

bubbles existed and to ensure the DAPI II covered the entire target area. To 

permanently seal the coverslip to the slide, nail polish was applied to all edges of 

the coverslip. Slides were then kept in the dark at room temperature while the 

nail polish dried, and afterwards all slides were stored in a dark container at 

-20•‹C until they were later analyzed by microscopy. 

6.3.4. Signal Enumeration 

Signal enumeration was carried out using an Olympus BX51 microscope. 

To ensure that the observer was scoring FlSH samples with accuracy, a FlSH 

slide accompanied with average FlSH scores supplied by Vyvis was analyzed to 

ensure the FlSH scores obtained were consistent with the results supplied by 

Vysis. The criteria used to determine whether a cell was evaluable followed 

those recommended by Vysis and those validated by Zhang et a1 (1 993). Only 

those cells that satisfied the following criteria were evaluated and included: (1) no 

overlapping cells; (2) cells have an intact nucleus; and (3) non-specific 



hybridization signals were not counted (recognized by lower intensity and 

different shape). The following guidelines were followed for signal enumeration: 

(1) split signals characterized by two smali overlapping signals were scored as 1 

if they did not separate when finely adjusting fine focus; (2) to be scored as 

separate, all signals within each cells had same size and intensity of; (3) diffuse 

signals were counted if they were completely separate from all other signals; (4) 

two signals connected by a strand of were counted as one signal; and (5) only 

nuclei in which enumeration could confidently be determined were counted. 

Using a 15X ocular lens and a lOOX oil immersion objective lens, slides 

were brought into focus using the fine adjustment. The slide was then moved so 

the field of view located at the uppermost left area of the hybridization area. The 

procedure used to enumerate the slide is demonstrated by figure 2. Slides were 

scored by beginning to scan the slide from left to right, scoring all enumerable 

nuclei within the field of view; once the visible boundary of the hybridization area 

was reached, the field of view was moved down until the next fieid of view was 

brought into focus, and the slide was then scanned from right to left and so on. 

For the samples obtained from the tumor margins of oral cancers, 200 nuclei 

were counted, or if less than 200 enumerable cells existed on the slide, the entire 

hybridization area was scored. For the smoker and non-smoker samples, 500 

nuclei were scored, and as was done in the tumor margin samples, if 500 

enumerable cells were not found on the slide, all enumerable nuclei on the slide 

were scored. Figure 3 provides an example of signal patterns that were 

observed among the samples. 
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Figure 1. The Hybridization Chamber. 

An illustration of the sealable plastic container that is used for the hybridization 
step of the FISH protocol. A moistened sponge at the bottom of the container is 
used to maintain humidity during probe binding. 



Figure 2. Scoring Pattern of FlSH Slides. 

An illustration of the approach used to smre cells for FlSH patterns. Scoring 
begins at the left uppermost corner of the slide, with the microscope objective 
moving across the slide to the right. All cells that met the criteria described in 
section 6.3.4. were evaluated. Once the edge of the sample on the right hand 
side of the slide was reached, the view of the microscope was adjusted down 
one field of view, and all scorable cells were counted scanning the sample right 
to left. This process was repeated until the slide was covered. 



Figure 3. FISH signal patterns. 
DAPl nuclear stain results in a blue stain that facilitates the identification of single 
nuclei. The 3p14.2 probes are observed as red signals, and the CEP3 probes 
are observed as green signals. 3A is an example of cells with a normal (2.2) 
signal pattern. Figure 3B is an example of aneuploidy, where there are three 
copies of chromosome 3 (3 green signals) and only one copy of the 3p14.2 
Iscus. Figure 3C is an example of loss of one copy of 3p14.2 observed as only 
one red signal while two copies of chromosome 3 are still retained. 
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Figure 4. Location of Bacterial Artificiat Chrommomes 
Figure 4A displays the location of the BAC l7OKl9 along the short arm of chromosome 3 (3p). The l7OKl9 clone 
observed as the red band in figure 4A is 185721 bp and located within 3p14.2. Figure 46 displays the location of the 
91A15 clone along chromosome 3. The 91A15 clone observed as the red band in figure 48 is 1641 50 bp long and 
located within the centromeric regions of the short arm of chromosome 3. 



6.4. Statistical Analysis 
6.4.1. Analysis of Demographic Data 

When the gender of the individuals among study groups was compared, 

the Pearson chi-square test was applied. Comparisons of age and mean pack- 

years (for smokers only) were performed using t-tests. To incorporate the 

tobacco exposure due to cigars and pipes into the analysis of cigarette pack 

years, pipe and cigar exposure was converted into pack-years equivalents (1 

pipe = 1.5 cigars = 3 cigarettes) (Jourenkova-Mironova et a/, 1999). All statistical 

analysis was performed using JMP software version 5.0 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary 

INC, USA). The limit for significance for all comparisons was set at P = 0.05. 

6.4.2. Analysis of FlSH Results 

Normalization was required to account for the different sample sizes of the 

study groups, and the non-normal distribution of percent data. The percent data 

was normalized using the equation sin-'(square root (% cells)) for all 

comparisons between the percent of cells that fell within the five abnormality 

groups among the cancer patients, smokers, and non-smokers: (1) alterations 

limited to the number of centromere 3 signals, (2) alterations limited to the 

number of 3p14.2, (3) any alteration in the number of centromere 3 signals, (4) 

any alteration in the number of 3p14.2 signals, and (5) alterations to both 

centromere 3 and 3p14.2. 

To analyze the FlSH data from the three study groups (tumor margins, 

smokers, nonsmokers) for a difference in the number of cells within the five 



abnormality groups of alterations, Oneway Analysis of Variance comparisons 

were used to determine if there was a significant difference among any of the five 

abnormality group. Significance for the one-way analysis of variance was set at 

P = 0.05. If a significant difference was found to exist, Tukey's multiple 

comparison test was applied to determine where among the means of the five 

abnormality groups a significant difference existed where the level of significance 

was set at P = .05. 



7. RESULTS 

7.1. FISH Patterns in Cancer Patients 

Table 2 presents the demographic and smoking information for the 1 9 

cancer patients included in this study as positive controls. The average age for 

these patients was 62 years (range, 38 to go), with 58% being male. Sixty-three 

percent (12 cases) had a history of tobacco use and four individuals reported a 

current cigarette habit. Of those who had used tobacco, the average number of 

pack-years was 44.8 (range, 0.3 to 1 10). 

Two hundred cells were scored per sample if the sample size was 

sufficient; otherwise effort was made to score all evaluable cells on the slide. Of 

the 19 cancer cases, 8 samples had at least 200 cells scored. The average 

number of cells scored per slide among the tumor samples was 136 (range, 14 to 

221). There are several explanations for the variation of cell numbers in these 

samples. Since they were obtained by brushing the circumference of the lesion, 

the total area brushed varied considerably. The location of the lesion site could 

have also affected the sample size because not all areas of the oral mucosa yield 

the same amount of epithelial cells. In addition, variation in sample collection 

over time could have affected cell numbers. Three different individuals collected 

these samples over a period of 2 years. A total of 20 different patterns were 

observed among all cases (cancer patients, smokers, and nonsmokers) and 17 

of these patterns were observed in the tumor margin samples (Table 3). These 



17 patterns included the normal diploid pattern (i.e., 2 centromeres and 2 3p14.2 

signals, scored as 2,2) and 16 abnormal patterns. 

Figure 5A is a graphic representation of the mean frequency of each of 

the abnormal patterns in the cancer group, providing a quick view of the relative 

prevalence of these patterns in this group. The data was also graphed to show 

the proportion of cases that had each of the abnormal patterns (Figure 6). 



Table 2. Demographics, smoking history, and sample cell number for cancer 
cases 

* 1 =smoker (ever), O=Nonsmoker 
b S, current smokec FS former 
smoker, NS nonsmokers 
Clncludes only cells that match criteria described in section 6.3.4. 
M indicates male gender of study participant 
F indkates female gender of study participant 





B. Smokers, n = 30 

C. Nonsmokers, n = 29 

Figure 5. The average percentage of cells with abnormal signal patterns from 
sample groups. 
For each signal pattern there is a single bar representing the percent of cells exhibiting the abnormal 
signal pattern among study group 



A. Cancer Patients, n = 19 

C. Nonsmokers. n = 29 

Figure 7. The average percent of samples exhibiting abnormal signal patterns 
among study groups. 
For each signal pattern there is a single bar representing the percent of samples exhibiting that pattern 
among all samples evaluated for that group 



As shown in Table 3, the most frequent pattern observed for cancer samples was 

the normal diploid pattern (called 2,2 for two FHlT signals and two CEP3 

signals). The mean frequency for this pattern among the cancer samples was 

90.8Oh, leaving 9.2% of cells with abnormal patterns. The most frequent 

abnormal signal patterns were 2,l and 1,2 both found in 16 of 19 patients. The 

mean frequencies for these 2 patterns were 1.47% and 1 .01% respectively. 

Other abnormal patterns, in decreasing order were: 2,3 (present in 12 patients); 

1, l  (present in I I patients); 3,3 (10 patients); 4,2 (6 patients); 4,4, 2,4, 0,2, and 

2,O each found in 2 patients; 3,l (1 patient); and finally 0,1,4,3, 53, and 2,5 each 

only found in one patient. The mean percentages of cells exhibiting these 

abnormal patterns was: 1 , I  (0.88%); 3,2 (1.39%); 2,3 (0.87%); 3,3 (0.57%); 4,2 

(0.26%); 2,4 (0.13%); 4,4 and 0,2 (0.07% each); 3,l (0.05%); 0,1(.05%); and 

4,3, 5,3, and 2,5 (0.04%) each. 

Copy number alteration to FHlT can occur by different mechanisms. 

Alteration to centromere number is generally equated with whole chromosome 

change or aneuploidy. Such alteration indirectly causes a parallel change in 

FHlT copy number. Other mechanisms produce alterations at the sub- 

chromosomal level (e.g., breaks, deletions, recombinations) resulting in an 

increase or decrease in copy number that is restricted to chromosome segments 

that contain the FHlT region (3~14.2). In Table 4, five different patterns of copy 

number alterations were considered: Group 1, cells with alterations limited to the 

number of CEP 3 signals, i.e., abnormal number of centromere signals but 



normal 3p14.2 signals (2,O; 2,1; 2,3, 2,4, and 2,5); Group 2, cells with alterations 

to the 3p14.2 region only, i.e. abnormal number of FHlT signals but 2 centrornere 

signals (0,2; 1,2; 3,2; 4,2; 5,2); Group 3, any alteration in the number of CEP 3 

signals, i.e., abnormal number of centromere signals with the 3p14.2 number not 

considered (2,O; O,1; 1 ,l; 2,1; 3,1;4,1; 2,3; 3,3; 4,3; 53; 2,4; 3,4; 4,4; 2,5); Group 

4, any alteration to 3~14.2, i.e., abnormal number of 3p14.2 signals with CEP 3 

not considered (0,1; 1,1; 3,1; 4,1; 0,2; 1,2; 3,2; 4,2; 5,2; 3,3; 4,3; 53; 3,4; 4,4); 

and Group 5 involving alterations to both the number of CEP 3 and 3p14.2 

signals in the same cells (0,l; 1,1; 3,1; 3,3; 4,3; 53; 2,4; 3,4; 4,4; 2,5. The most 

common group of abnormalities was Group 4 (any alteration to 31914.2). 

Seventeen of the 19 cancer samples had such change, with an average 

frequency of 5.6%. In contrast, Group 5 (alteration to both probes) was very 

infrequent, present in only 0.63% with only 11 of the samples showing such 

change. The remaining groups showed an intermediate'levei of alteration with 

5.3% (Group 3, any alteration to CEP 3), 3.9% (Group 2, 3p14.2 only) and 3.6% 

(Group 1, CEP 3 only) of cells showing such change. 



Table 4. Frequencies of aneuploidy and 3p14.2 (FHIT locus) alterations in 
cancer patients 

' T b  falbwhg FlSHpettems w8m rbxluded: 2,O; 2 , ;  2,3; 2,4; 2,s 

' Patterns: 42; 1.2; 3,2; 4.2; 5,2 

c P a ~ 2 , 0 ; 0 , i ; i , 1 ; 2 , 1 ; 3 , 1 ; 4 , 1 ;  2,3;3,3;4,3;5,3;2,4;3,4;4,4;2,5 
*~atterns:O,l; 1,1;3,1;4,1;0,2; 1,2;3,2;4,2;5,2;3,3;4,3;5,3;3,4;4,4 

Patterns: 0,f; t i ;  3.7; 3.3; 4,3; 53; 2.4; 3.4; 4.4; 2.5 

Group 3: 
Any 

alteration 
to CEP 3' 

7.48 

OH= 

1031 

% 

pattern 
(22) 
87.85 

TotalY 
Ce"s 

Counted 

107 

Group 4: 
Any 

alterstion 
to 3 ~ 1 4 ~  

9.35 

% Celk 
with 

abnormal 
pattern 

12.15 

Group 5: 
Alters(lon 
to CEP 3 

and 
3plC 

0.93 

Groupl: 
Alterations 
limited to 
CEP 3' 

2.80 

Group 2: 
Alterations 
limited to 

3pldb 

4.67 



7.2. FISH Patterns in Smokers 

Thirty samples were collected from individuals with tobacco exposure, but 

no history or clinical signs of oral cancer or precancer. Table 6 shows the 

demographic information and smoking history for these cases. The average age 

of the smokers was 49 years (range, 21 to 80 years) with 40% being male. 

Although all individuals had a smoking history, only 20% of the cases were 

current smokers. The average pack-year exposure was 25.6 (range, 1.5-81 pack 

years). 

Table 7 shows a comparison of gender distribution, age, and tobacco 

usage for the cancer and smoker groups. Gender distributions were similar (P = 

0.22), but age and tobacco exposure were significantly different. Cancer patients 

were significantly older than individuals in the smoker group (P = 0.0007). The 

average age of the cancer patients was 81.8 years (range, 38 to go), while that of 

the smokers was 48.4 years (range, 21 to 80). Cancer patients also reported a 

significantly higher level of tobacco exposure when compared to the smokers (P 

= 0.0366), with an average of 44.7 pack years for the former compared to 25.6 

pack-years among the latter. 



Table 5. Demographics, smoking history and sample quality data for 
smokers 

Number of 
cells countedC 

294 
225 
504 
509 

Patient # 

8528 
8529 
8532 
8533 

A m  (vml 

74 
51 
56 
31 

8589 
8591 
8595 
8596 
8598 

Gender 

F 
F 
M 
F 

' 1  indicates a history of smoking, 0 indicates no history of smoking 
*s, current smoker; FS, fonner smoker 
Clncludes only cells that match criteria described in section 6.3.4. 
M indicates male gender of study participant 
F indicates female gender of study participant 

57 
52 
66 
22 
53 

smokinf 

1 
1 
1 
1 

F 
M 
M 
F 
F 

Sm~;;~g Ha 

FS 
FS 
FS 
S 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Pack- 
years 

53 
7 

11.9 
11.3 

FS 
FS 
FS 
S 
S 

25.5 
15 

21.5 
1.9 

35.8 

123 
469 
500 
500 
500 



Table 6. Comparison of demographic data between study groups 

' all P values determined with a T-test 

Current smokers % 
Mean, pack-yrs 
SD, w k - y r ~  

Range, pack-yrs 

"indicates a signifant difference from other study grwps 

21.05 
44.78' 
36.44 

0.25 - 1 10 

20.34 
25.64 
19.43 

1.5 - 81 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 



A larger number of cells were available for scoring for smoker samples 

compared to the previously discussed cancer samples. This was primarily due to 

the larger surface area that was brushed in smokers. A decision was made to 

increase the number of cells evaluated for smokers to 500 cells whenever the 

sample size would allow it, in order to better identify cells with abnormal patterns 

since frequencies of abnormal cells were low in these specimens. Of the 30 

samples, 16 contained a sufficient sample size to allow at least 500 cells to be 

counted on the hybridized slides; for others all evaluable cells were scored, with 

the number ranging from 123 to 497 cells. 

50 shows the mean frequency of each of the abnormality patterns in the 

smoker group with data presented in Table 7. As expected, smokers had a 

lower frequency of cells with abnormal patterns, present in an average of 5 % of 

cells compared with 9% for cancer cases. Strikingly, one of the patterns 2,1 was 

present in each of the smoker samples albeit at a low frequency (mean of 1% of 

cells). Other abnormal patterns, in order of decreasing frequency were: 3,2 (29 

samples, 1.1 % cells); 1,2 (27 samples, 1.1 % cells exhibited this pattern on 

average); 1 ,I (19 samples, 0.33% cells); 4,2 (15 samples, 0.25% cells), 2,3 (17 

individuals, 0.22% cells); 3,3 (16 samples, 0.23% cells); 3,1 and 4,3 (0.04% cells 

each); 4,4 (0.03% cells); 5,2 (0.3%) ; 0,2 and 2,4 (0.02% cells each); and finally 

0,l and 4,1 FISH signal were found in 0.01 % of cells each. 





Next, the different abnormal FISH patterns were categorized into the same 

five groups used in the analysis of the cancer samples (Table 8). A significantly 

fewer number of cells were present in Groups 1 through 4 for smokers compared 

to cancer cases. Group1 alterations (CEP 3 only) were present in only 1.5% of 

the cells compared to 3.5% of cells in the cancer group (P < 0.0001). Group 2 

(3p14 only) and group 3 (any alteration to 3p14.2) alteration were present in 

2.47% and 2.23% of smoker samples respectively compared to 3.9% and 5.3% 

of cancer cases (P = 0.0019 and P < 0.0001 respectively). Finally, Group 4 

alterations were present in 3.1 % of cells in smokers compared to 5.6% in cancer 

cases, again significantly less (P < 0.0001). In contrast, similar frequencies were 

observed for Group 5 (alterations to both probes), most likely due to the low 

frequency of occurrence in both groups (0.7% and 0.63% of cases). 



Table 8. Frequencies of aneuploidy and 3p14 alterations in smokers 

Patients 

oattern 

OHSX 

' The m w h g  FISH patterns wen, iocludsd: 2.0; 2,1; 2,3; 2,4; 2,5 

Pettems: 42; 1,2 3.2 4.2; 42 
cPattems:2,0;0,1;l,l;2,1;3,1;4.1; 2,3;3,3;4.3;53;2,4;3,4;4,4;2,5 

d~atlsm~:O,1;l,1;3.1;4,1;O,2;1,2;3,2;4,2;5,2;3,3;4,3;5,3;3,4;4,4 

"Pattern: 0,l; 1,l; 3,1; 3,3; 4,3; 53; 2,4; 3,4; 4.4; 2,5 

(22) pattern 
CEP 3a 3~14' to CEP 3' to 3 ~ 1 4 ~  Counted 

% CeIIs 
with 

normal 
pattern 

% Cells 
with 

abnormal 

Groupl: 
AlterationsAlterations 
limited to 

Group 2: 

limited to 

Gmup 3: 
Any 

alteration 

Group 4: 
Any 

alteration 

Group 5: 
Altentlon 
toCEP3 

and 



7.3. FISH Patterns in Non-smokers 

The final sample group included in this study was nonsmokers whom had 

never regularly smoked or chewed any tobacco product. The 29 non-smoking 

samples were matched for age (+I- 5 years) and gender to the smoker samples .' 

so there was no significant difference in age or gender among the smokers and 

nonsmokers. Non-smokers were included in this study for two major reasons: (1) 

to provide baseline values for naturally occurring alterations at centromere 3 and 

3~14.2; and (2) to statistically determine the range of naturally occurring 

alterations at centromere 3 and 3p14.2 that could then be used to identify 

smokers with significantly elevated levels of genetic alterations at these genetic 

loci. 

The demographic data for the non-smoker study group is summarized in 

Table 9. The average age was 45 years (range, 20 to 78 years) with 41.4% of 

the cases male. Gender distributions were similar among the non-smokers and 

cancer patients (Table 10, P = 0.26); however, the cancer patients were 

significantly older with an average age 61 years (range, 38 to 90 years) 

compared with 45 years (range, 20 to 78 years) for non-smokers (P < 0.0001). 



8601 48 I M 1 178 
Includes only cells that match criteria described in section 6.3.4. 

Table 9. Demographics, smoking history and sample quality 
data for non-smokers 

M indicates male gender of study participant 
F indicates female gender of study participant 

Patient # 

8530 

Ane (vrs) 

29 

Gender 

F 

Number of 
dls 

counfed. 
91 



The number of cells counted was significantly greater among non-smoking 

samples compared to cancer cases although numbers did not significantly differ 

from those scored for smokers. An average of 365 cells (range, 91 to 517) was 

scored per sample. Figure 5C shows the mean frequencies for abnormal 

patterns among non-smokers, while figure 6C shows the percent of samples 

exhibiting the abnormal FISH patterns. The data used to create these figures is 

presented in Table 10. 





The average number of cells with abnormal FlSH patterns among 

nonsmokers was 4.8% (range, 2.2% to 8.9%). Overall, this was not significantly 

different from smokers (P = 0.65), however when comparing nonsmokers to 

cancer cases, the cancer patients had significantly elevated levels of abnormal 

signal patterns (P < 0.0001). Like the smoking cases, the most common 

abnormal FlSH pattern among the nonsmoker samples was 2,1. This pattern 

was present in 28 of the 29 samples with an average of 1.47% of the cells 

showing this change. Other abnormal patterns observed among nonsmokers, in 

order of decreasing frequency were: 1,2 (26 samples, 1 .01% cells); 3,2 (27 

samples, 0.9% cells); 2,3 (18 samples, 0.4% cells); 1,l (20 samples, 0.37% 

cells); 3,3(0.29%); 4,2 (0.25% cells); 3.1 and 2.4 (0.039% cells); 4,4 (0.29% 

cells); 4,3 (0.02% cells); and finally 2,0, 3,4, and 4,l which were all present in 

0.01% of the cells counted. As a comparison, Figure 7 shows the mean 

frequencies of different abnormal signal patterns in cancer patients, smokers, 

and nonsmokers. 



k 
Cancer W Smoker 0 Nonsmoker 

Figure 7. Percent abnormal FISH patterns among study groups. 

For each signal pattern there are three bars each representing the average 
percent of cells exhibiting that signal pattern from its respective study group. 



Finally we assessed the overall frequencies of aneuploidy and 3p14.2 

alterations in the nonsmoking samples by categorizing the various FISH patterns 

into the five abnormality groups previously discussed (section 7.1). These 

results are summarized in Table 12 with comparisons of frequencies for cancer 

and smoking cases in Table 13. The results were similar to those described for 

smokers. Groups 1 through 4 had significantly fewer cells when compared with 

cancer values (P < 0.0001). When comparing the frequency of alterations 

between smokers and nonsmokers, no significant differences existed between 

the two study groups (Table 12). Again, as observed for both cancer and smoker 

samples, Group 5 (alterations to both CEP 3 and 3~14.2) contained the fewest 

cetls, and no significant difference between the frequencies of cells that fell into 

this category among nonsmokers and cancer patients was found (B 0.5770). 



Table 11. Frequencies of aneuploidy and 3p14 alterations in non-smokers 

p&em @,a) CEP 3' 3p14 to CEP 3' to 3 ~ 1 4 ~  

8530 91 95.6 4.4 1.1 1.1 3.3 2.2 1.1 

The Ibyowhg FISH patterns wen, hkrded: 2,O; 2,1; 2,3; 2.4; 2.5 

Pettems: 0.2; 1,2; 3.2 4,2; 5,2 

"Pattems:2,0; 0,1; 1,1; 2,1;3,1;4,1; 2,3; 3.3; 4,3;5,3; 24; 3.4; 4,4;2,5 

d~ l t ems :  0,l; 1,l; 3,t; 4,1; 0,2; 1,2; 3,2; 4.2; 5,2 3,3; 4.3; 5,3; 3,4; 4,4 

"Paftems:O,I; 1.1;3,1;3,3;4,3;5,3;3,4;4,4; 

% Cells 
with 

abnormal 

% Ce'k 
with 

normal 
pattern 

OHW 
TotalY 
Cells 

Counted 

Gmupl: 
AIterationsAlteratiom 
limited to 

Gmup 2: 

limited to 

Gmup 3: 
Any 

alteration 

Group 4: 
Any 

alteration 

Group 5: 
Iteration to CEP 

a,,d 



Table 12. Statistical Comparison between tumor margins, smokets, and 
non- smokers, for the average proportion of cells in the 5 abnormality 
groups ' 

Total # 
cells 

counted 

Cancer 

Smokers 12687 

The bbwhg FlSHpathm wen, kkrded:  2,O; 2,l; 2,s; 2,4; 25 

Pattern: 0.2; 1,2; 3.2; 4,2; 5,2 

" Paitems: 2,O; 41; 1.1; 2,1; 3,1;4,1; 2,3; 3,3; 4.3; 5.3; 2.4; 3,4; 4,4; 2,5 

a~a~ms:O,1;l,1;3,1;4,1;0,2;1,2;3,2;4,2;5,2;3,3;4,3;5,3;3,4;4,4 

" Paitems: 0,1; 1,1; 3,1; 3.3; 4,3; 5,3; 3.4; 4.4; 

'Mean % c e ~ ~ c o m p &  be~ntumarmerghsandsmokecs 

Mean % ce17~ compared between t u r n  mafgms and nonsmokers 

Mean % cells compand between smokers end nonsmokm 



7.4. Determination of Pathonomic FISH Patterns 

Alteration to FHlT is associated with the early stages of histological and 

molecular progression of OSCC, so the identification of abnormal, pathonomic 

FlSH patterns within individuals practicing high-risk behaviors for OSCC 

development may be an effective method of early disease identification. The 

underlying rationale for this approach is that some hybridization patterns may be 

more important than others in the identification of individuals at risk of developing 

OSCC. For example, patterns that result from technical artifacts like signal 

overlap, or the presence of dividing cells will have no value as indicators of risk. 

High-risk patterns should occur exclusively within cancer patients or individuals 

practicing high-risk behaviors and not be present among non-smoking controls. 

Of the twenty FlSH patterns found, four were present in cancer samples 

but not within the nonsmoker samples. For the purpose of identifying 

hybridization patterns associated with OSCC, these four signals were classified 

as potentially pathonomic. The first potentially pathonomic pattern was 0,2 (loss 

of both copies of 3p14.2 with retention of 2 copies of centromere 3). The 0,2 

pattern was very rare, occurring in only 2 of 19 cancer patients and representing 

on average 0.07% of the tumor margin cells evaluated. The second pattern was 

2,s; only one sample was found to exhibit this pattern. The third and fourth 

patterns were 0,1 and 5,3, with each found only once among all tumor margin 

cells. As these patterns were not observed among the nonsmoking samples, we 

hypothesized that they represented alterations that may indicate high-risk of 



OSCC development even when observed at low frequencies. Table 13 shows 

the number of cancer patient samples exhibiting these potentially pathonomic 

patterns. Pathonomic patterns were observed in 15.8% (3 of 19) of cancer 

samples. 

Next, we assessed the frequency of these potentially pathonomic patterns 

to the smoker's samples to determine if such signal patterns were also observed 

among smokers who have no clinical signs of the OSCC. We proposed that the 

identification of such potentially pathonomic signal patterns among smokers 

might indicate an elevated risk of developing OSCC. Two of the four potentially 

pathonomic signal patterns were also observed in a very small percentage of the 

smoker samples (Table 14). The first pathonomic pattern observed among 

smokers was 0,2 where this signal patterns was counted in three cells from two 

samples. The second pathonomic pattern counted among the smoker samples 

was 0,1, which was detected in only one sample. An additional abnormal 

pattern 5,2 was observed exclusively in the smokers samples and may be 

pathonomic as it was not found among the nonsmoking samples, and due to the 

limited availability of tumor margin samples and small samples sizes, this rare 

abnormal pattern may not have been counted among the tumor margin samples 

due to the small sample size. The signal pattern 5,2 was therefore included 

within the potentially pathonomic signal patterns detected in this study. 



Table 13. 
patients 

Patient # 

1 TOTAL 

Total pathonomic FISH patterns in cancer 

# of % 

Cells 

" The following patterns were included: 0,l; 0,2; 53; 2.5, 



among Table 14. Potentially pathonomic FISH patterns identified 
smokers 

2,4 
3,4 
4,4 
2,5 " values mpresent percent of patients with indicated pattern 

among study group 

10.50 
0.00 
10.50 
5.80 

10.00 
0.00 
10.00 
0.00 

13.80 
3.50 
10.30 
0.00 



7.5. Cut-Off Values for FlSH Patterns 

A second approach that could be used to detect high-risk individuals is to 

examine the level of alteration in non-smokers and determine cut-off values or 

thresholds for 3p14.2 and CEP 3 change that can be used as baseline indicators. 

Such values could be used to determine the extent to which tobacco smoke may 

have increased genetic alterations at these two loci. 

Two different parameters were proposed for cut-off values. The first was 

the mean for each of the five abnormality groups for non-smoking cases plus two 

units of standard deviation. Cut-off values were a l s ~  derived using the 

normalized data accounting for the differences in sample size and non-normal 

distribution of percent data, from this data analysis, the same results were 

obtained regarding individuals exceeding upper cut-off values (see appendix 4). 

The resulting cut-off values for Groups 1 to 5 using the percent data were: 

2.82%, 3.65%. 4.88%, 4.63%, and 1.95% respectively. Table 15 presents the 

number of tumor margin and smoker samples with significantly elevated levels of 

DNA damage as determined by the upper limit cut-off values. Figure 8 presents 

this information graphically. 



Table 15. Number of cancer and smoking cases with group frequencies exceeding cut-offs derived from 
mean plus 2 S.D. values of non-smoking controls 

Number 01 
a 
N 

Percent of 
I samples 
a The Fotbwn 

Group 1 : 
Alteration 
s limited 

to CEP 3a 

12" 

63.20% 
g FlSH petten 

Cancer Cases Above Cutoff 

57.90% 57.90% 63.20% 0.00% 
s were hkrded: 2,4;2.3; 2,i;  2;O 

The W w i n g  FlSHpattems were iocluded: 7.2; 0,2; 3,2; 4,2; 5;2 

- ~ 

Smokers Above Cutoff 

The M w h g  FISH patlems were h c W :  2;3; 2,4; 1,i; 3,4; 0,i; 2 , ;  4,3; 3 , i ;  3,3; 4.4; 2.0; 4,i 

T& folbwing FlSH pafiems wen, Ixkrded: 1,2; 0,2; 1.1; 3,4; 0,i; 3.2; 4,2; 4,3; 3 , ;  3,3; 4,4; 4, i ;  5,2 

Group 5: 
Alteration 
to CEP 3 
and 3~14' 

The kkwing FlSH paktems were ~~: 1,i; $4; 0,i;  4,3; 3,i; 3,3; 4,4; 0,i; 5 3  

Group 4: 
Any 

alteration 
to 3p14d 

Group 1: 
Alteration 
s limited 

to CEP 3' 

' Statistice& s@h+icant (Pc0.01) compen'son befween tumor mergms and smokers 

Stetisticalfy signibnt (P4.001) comparison between tumor margins and smokers 

Group 2: 
Alteration 
limited to 

3p14b 

Group 3: 
Any 

alteration 
to CEP 3' 



For Groups 1 through 4, a large percentage of the tumor margin samples 

exceeded the cut-off values. This included 63% for Group 1, with 57.9%. 57.9% 

and 63.2% of Groups 2 through 4, respectively. In contrast, only a few of the 

smoker cases had samples that exceeded the cut-off values. No smokers were 

found to contain significantly elevated levels of Group 1 or Group 3 signal 

patterns. However, three smokers (10% of the smoker samples) had significantly 

increased levels of Group 2 alterations, 2 cases (6.7%) had increased Group 4 

alterations and 1 case (3.3%) had increased Group 5 alterations. Overall, 5 

(16.7%) of the smokers contained elevated genetic changes that exceeded the 

cut-off values. 



As discussed previously, damage to 3p14.2 and centromere 3 represent 

different types of genetic events. Of interest, as clearly shown in Figure 8, the 

smoker samples exceeding the cut-off values appear only in Groups 2,4 and 5. 

These are groups with alteration to 3p14.2. None of the smoker samples exceed 

the cut-offs for Groups 1 and 3, which involve CEP3 alteration. These data 

suggest a preferential change at the 3p14.2 locus among smokers that does not 

involve aneuploidy when analyzing the general type of DNA damage being 

accumulated in smokers from tobacco carcinogens before cancer develops. 

CEP3 change (Group 1) is only significant for cancer cases, with over 60% of 

these samples exceeding cut-off. These results regarding general elevated 

levels of DNA damage among smokers in conjunction with the identification of 

rare pathonomic signal patterns may have a future use in identifying individuals 

with an increased risk of OSCC development. 



Group 1 Group2 Group3 Group 4 Group 5 

Figure 8. Percentage of samples from cancer cases and smokers that 
exceed cut-off values among the five abnormality groups. 
For each of the 5 abnormality groups there is a single horizontal bar representing 
the percent of samples from the respective study group that exceeded cut-off 
values derived from non-smoking data using the mean percent data + 2SD. 



Table 16. Demographics of smoking cases with alteration 
frequencies that exceed cut-off values 

'Gender, F = female, M = Male 

23 
3 1 
31 
53 
53 

F 
F 
F 
M 
F 

Current 
Current 
Current 
Former 
Current 

3.3 
11.3 
50.6 
50.0 
35.8 



Table 16 shows the characteristics of the 5 smokers that had alterations 

which exceeded cut-off values. Of interest, 4 of the 5 individuals were current 

rather than former smokers, supporting the possibility of there being more 

damage among individuals still receiving an exposure. Also, 4 of the 5 cases 

were female. Whether this indicates a greater susceptibility for females in the 

accumulation of genetic damage compared with males is not known. There was 

a large range of ages and pack-years among these 5 individuals. The ages 

ranged from 23 years to 53 years, while the pack-years ranged from 3.3 to 50. 

As a final analysis, we used a second parameter to determine cut-off 

values for the non-smoking controls and redid the evaluation. We looked at 

different possibilities, including the mean, the median, one standard deviation, 

and 2 times the mean. The latter was the most conservative and it was chosen 

for the analysis. As shown in Tablel7, the data obtained was similar to the 

results produced for cancer cases using the mean plus 2 units of standard 

deviation as the cut-off determinant. The exception for cancer cases was for 

Group 5, where three samples were found to exceed the cut-off limit compared to 

none with the previous parameter. Among the smoker samples, the number of 

positive samples dropped to three samples, as the cut-off values are higher for 4 

of the 5 groups, however, even so, samples exceeding the cut-off value still 

belonged only to those groups (2 and 5) which had 3p14.2 alterations in them. 



Table 17. Potential cut-off values from non-smoking data 
using different parameters 

a Theibb~FlSHpettemswen,i?ckrded:2,0;2,1;2,3;2,4;2,5 

* Pettems: 92; 1.2; 3,2; 4,2; 5,2 

"Paftems:2,0;0,1; 1,1;2,1;3,1;4,1; 2,3;3,3;4,3;5.3;2,4;3,4;4,4;2,5 

dPattems:O,l; 1,1:3,1;4,1;0,2; 1,2;3,2;4,2;5,2;3,3;4,3; 5,3;3,4;4,4 

'Patterns: 0,l; C1; 3,l; 3,3;4,3; 5.3; 2.4; 3.4; 4,4; 2.5 



Table 18. Samples exceeding cut-off values of twice the mean number for abnormal FlSH pattems in non- 
smokers 

Tumor Mamins % cells with indicated pattern 

cPattems:2,0;0,1; 1,1;2,1;3,1;4,1; 2,3;3,3;4,3;43;2,4;3,4;4,4;2,5 

dpattems: O,I; 1,1; 31; 4.1; 0,2; 1,2; 3,2; 4,2; 5,2; 3,3; 4,3; 53; 3.4; 4,4 

" Patterns: 0,1; I, I; 3, I; 3,3; 4,3; 5.3; 2,4; 3,4; 4.4; 2, 5 

Statistically significant (P<O. 01) comparison between tumor margins and smokers 
" 
Statistically significant (PcO. 001) comparison between tumor margins and smokers 

Smokers % cells with indicated  att tern 

# of 
samples > 

cutoff 

% of 
samples > 

cutoff 

I I 1 I 1 

" The fobwing FlSH pattems were included: 2,O; 2.1; 2,3; 2.4; 2,5 

* Paltems: 0,2; 1,2; 3,2; 4,2; 5,2 

Group 1 : 
Alterations 
limited to 
CEP 3a 

11** 

57.89% 

Group 2: 
Alteration 
limited to 

3p14b 

Group 2: 
Alteration 
limited to 

3 ~ 1 4 ~  

8** 

42.1 1% 

Group 3: 
Any 

alteration 
CEP 3' 

Group 3: 
Any 

alteration 
CEP3' 

1 O** 

52.63% 

Group 4: 
Any 

toalteration to 
3p14* 

Group 5: 
Alteration to 
CEP 3 and 

3~14' 

Group 4: 
Any 

toalteratio; to 
3p14 

1 2** 

63.16% 

Group 5: 
Alteration to 
CEP 3 and 

3~14' 

3 

15.70% 

Group 1 : 
Alterations 
limited to 
CEP 3' 

O** 

0.00% 



8. DISCUSSION 

The identification of biomarkers for oral cancer risk could have major 

implications in both disease prevention and treatment. This thesis describes a 

pilot study aimed at exploring the potential value of using 3p14.2 copy number 

change, as assessed by FlSH in exfoliated cells, to determine risk in seemingly 

healthy individuals. This approach has not been previously investigated. Of 

interest, the loss of 3p14, along with another locus at 9p21, has been previously 

shown by microsatellite analysis to be a strong predictor of the risk of OSCC for 

individuals that already had OPLs with low-grade dysplasia (Rosin et a/, 2000). 

In that study, these 2 loci were used as an initial triage step to identify lesions 

with a 33-fold increased risk of developing into oral cancer. Unfortunately, 

microsatellite analysis is time-consuming and invasive, with an accurate 

assessment requiring biopsies of the lesions and the microdissection of altered 

cells from these biopsies. The data in this thesis suggests that FlSH may 

provide a non-invasive approach to collecting such information, which would be 

more suitable for individuals with no clinical signs of the disease. It may be a 

powerful method of identifying extremely rare, premalignant cells within such 

individuals. 

This study had three objectives: 1) To set up a protocol to produce high 



quality nick translation probes targeted towards 3p14.2 and centromere 3; 2) To 

determine if FISH with probes targeted towards these genomic regions could be 

used to detect cells with abnormal signal patterns within in exfoliated cell 

samples obtained from smokers; and 3) To develop cut-off values that could be 

used to discriminate between naturally occurring background levels of genetic 

alterations and elevated levels of damage due to prolonged exposure to tobacco 

carcinogens. All three of these study objectives were accomplished. First, the 

nick translation protocol was optimized to produce bright, easily observable 

probes targeted towards the regions of interest. Second, twenty different FISH 

patterns were observed among all the samples analyzed in this study, with four 

of these signal patterns present in tumor samples but not in the nonsmoker 

control samples. Two of these four potentially pathonomic signal patterns also 

occurred within smoker samples. These patterns may be an indication of 

premalignant changes within a small number of cells among these individuals. 

Finally, using the data collected from the nonsmoker control samples, cut-off 

values were established to identify individuals with elevated levels of genomic 

damage at 3p14.2 and centromere 3. As expected, the tumor margin samples 

had greatly elevated levels of genomic damage at these loci, and interestingly, 

16.5% of smokers were also found to exhibit elevated levels of damage within 

3~14.2. 

The following sections will further describe the significant findings of this 

study. The study limitations and future directions will also be discussed. 



8.1. The Role Of the Fragile Histidine Triad Gene in Oral Cancer 
The function of FHIT in cancer development is as yet not known, however 

many studies have demonstrated that it this gene is likely to play a role as a 

tumor suppressor gene. Loss of 3p14.2 is linked to the early progression of 

many carcinomas, including breast and HNPCC (Turner et all 2002), as well as 

esophagus, (Kuroki etal, 2003), cervix, kidney and lung (Wrgilio et all 1996). 

Loss of FHlT is a common event among HNSCC cases in which 45-50% of the 

cases present loss of heterozygosity at 3p14.2 in both precancerous (dysplastic) 

and cancerous stages (Virgilio et all 1996). In addition, alterations to FHlT 

resulting in the expression of aberrant FHlT transcripts have been demonstrated 

to occur in 55% of HNSCC cell lines in which one or both alleles have been 

shown to be at least partially deleted (Virgilio et a/, 1996). Overall, there is a 

large body of evidence indicating that loss of FHlT function occurs early in oral 

cancer development; is histologically related to dysplastic changes; and is linked 

to an increased risk of progression to malignancy (Virgilio et all 1 996, Rosin et all 

2000, Rosin et a/, 2002). 

8.2. Biological Significance of Alterations to 3p f4.2 and 
Centromere 3 in Oral Cancer 

When analyzing the genetic alterations sustained at 3p14.2 and 

centromere 3, an important distinction between the two genomic regions must be 

made regarding the type of genetic damage that is represented by each type of 

change. Alterations to genomic loci such as 3p14.2 located along a 



chromosomal arm represent localized damage to that genomic region that can 

arise in the form of deletions, translocations, breaks, or rearrangements. The 

FHIT gene is located within a fragile site FRA3B that is highly unstable, 

recombinogenic and shows increased levels of DNA gaps, breaks, 

rearrangements, and sister chromatid exchanges (Corbin et a/, 2002). Genetic 

alterations to the FHIT region are therefore a result of damage specific to the 

region spanning 3p14.2. 

Altered FISH patterns that involve the centromere of chromosome 3 

represent a mechanistically different type of genomic damage. Abnormal 

centromere 3 FISH signals represent a copy number change of the entire 

chromosome 3, signaling an aneuploid state rather than specific damage to a 

genetic locus located along the chromosomal arm. The five different abnormality 

groups that were analyzed in this study each represent different types of genetic 

alterations involving centromere 3 and/or 3p14.2. The groups represented cells 

with abnormal signal patterns limited to centromere 3 only (Group 1) or to 3p14.2 

only (Group 2), or with alterations to centromere 3 regardless of the alterations to 

3p14.2 (Group 3), with alterations to 3p14.2 regardless of copy changes of 

chromosome 3 (Group 4) or, finally, with cells that had sustained alterations to 

both 3p14.2 and centromere 3 (Group 5). To determine if significant increases in 

genetic damage among the five abnormality groups were present among the 

cancer patients and smokers, upper limit cut-off values were applied to each of 

the five abnormality groups using the mean plus 2SD of the nonsmoker data. As 

shown in Figure 8, cancer samples showed elevated levels of genetic alterations 



for abnormality groups one through four, indicating that they had sustained both 

types of changes investigated in this study, aneuploidy, and alterations to the 

genomic loci 3p14.2. In contrast to the results obtained for the cancer samples, 

smokers had elevated levels of genetic damage that was limited to groups 2 and 

4, those that involved 3p14.2, with no elevation in groups I and 3, those 

associated with aneuploidy. These results may have important implications, 

adding to our understanding of the sequence of genetic events that leads to the 

progression to OSCC. 

It has been hypothesized that the increased instability of common fragile 

sites such as FRA3B may play a mechanistic role in the recurring chromosomal 

rearrangements and genetic changes observed in tumor cells (Corbin et a/, 

2002). Fragile sites have been implicated in the initiation and perpetuation of 

breakage-fusion-bridge cycles that can lead to chromosome rearrangements and 

increased genomic instability, generating intratumor heterogeneity, which is a 

common feature of neoplastic tissues (Gisselsson et a/, 2000). The initial event 

in a breakage-fusion-bridge cycle is a chromosomal break that generates an 

acentric fragment (Figure 9). Due to its lack of a centromere, the acentric 

fragment is lost at mitosis resulting in a daughter cell with two copies of the 

incomplete chromosome. Sister chromatid fusion of the two incomplete 

chromosomal arms results in a dicentric chromosome. During a subsequent cell 

division, the dicentric chromosome attempts to segregate on the mitotic spindle 

and the centromeres are pulled to opposite ends of the cell, creating tension on 

the genomic regions between the two centromeres. This tension breaks the 



dicentric chromosome at a random site between the two centromeres and results 

in two genetically different daughter cells. Continuation of such breakage-fusion- 

bridge cycles throughout further cell divisions allows genetic changes to continue 

in the descendants, thus generating intratumor heterogeneity (Lewin, 2000). 

Early loss or damage to FHlT located within FR43B therefore may be an 

important genetic event for the later development of tobacco-related 

malignancies. Targeting of the 3p14.2 by tobacco carcinogens and damage to 

this fragile region can initiate breakage-fusion-bridge events, leading to the 

acquisition of an instability phenotype which in an inherent feature of malignancy 

(Ban et a/, 1995, Gisselsson et al, 2000, Fenech, 2002). 



I FHIT B A 1 
FHITB A 1 

Replication 

beakage-fusion-bridge cycle 

&hrornosomes separate at mitosir 

random breakage point at site 
between two centromeres -- 1' 
L 

*~dspted from A M &  et el, 1994 

Figure 9. Breakage-fusion-bridge cycle. 
Double stranded breaks that remain un-repaired before entry 
into mitosis are lost due to the absence of a centrornere. The two incomplete 
chromosomal arms then fuse producing a chromosome with two centromeres. 
During chromosome segregation along the mitotic spindle, each centrornere is 
pulled to opposite ends of the cell, creating tension on the genomic regions 
between the two centrorneres, ultimately resulting in a random beak point 
between the two centromeres. Overall the result is genetic heterogeneity among 
daughter cells. 



In summary, the presence of genetic damage limited to 3p14.2 and 1 or 

the presence of rare, potentially pathonomic signal patterns among smokers may 

be an indication of early disease development, where the genetic damage is 

limited to specific genetic loci, with large-scale gains or losses of entire 

chromosomes that have major impacts on gene dosage yet to occur. The tumor 

samples exhibited a much greater extent of genetic damage involving alterations 

to both the 3p14.2 region and aneuploidy. These progressive genetic changes 

are most likely due to the acquisition of the genomic instability phenotype, a 

crucial event in the evolution of cancer (Fenech, 2002). 

8.3. Importance of Aneuploidy in Cancer Development 
Alteration to chromosome number is a frequent event in cancers and pre- 

cancers with reports of this association in the literature for decades. More 

recently, chromosomal instability has been linked to mutations in genes 

controlling chromosome segregation and data from cell culture models and 

human tissue support a causal role for such change in cell transformation 

(Duesberg et a1 2000, Vogelstein et a1 2004). 

Aneuploidy is felt to contribute to risk of malignant transformation by 

altering gene dosage and hence gene expression of critical regulatory genes 

(Fenech, 2002, Duesberg et a/, 2000). Of interest, the acquisition of aneuploidy 

has been strongly correlated with immortality of cell lines (Duesberg et a/, 2000). 

This association is supported by the fact that to date no permanent cell line with 

a strictly euploid chromosome constitution has been established (Harris, 1991). 



The extent to which aneuploidy is present within cells has also been shown to 

correlate histologically with cancer progression, present at low frequencies in 

early preneoplastic lesions but increasingly apparent in later lesions and cancer 

(Duesberg et all 2000). 

Over the last decade several articles have been published describing an 

association of "polysomy", with histological progression. Polysomy is defined as 

an increase in centromere number. One laboratory, that of Hittelman and co- 

workers has led this field (Yamal et al, 2004, Vassiliki et al, 2002). This group has 

employed FISH on tissue sections of archival blocks to demonstrate that the 

frequency of polysomy increases with the appearance of dysplasia and 

progression to cancer. Hittelrnan's group has also reported that leukoplakia with 

polysomy in nan-cancer patients is more likely to progress to cancer than that 

lacking polysomy (Lee eta/, 2000). These data suggest that the identification of 

cells with increased levels of polysomy may be indicative of increased cancer 

risk. 

Clinical interest in this relationship has been further fueled by a recent 

series of studies by Subdo and co-workers that support a strong prognostic role 

for DNA ploidy assessments (Sudbo et a1 2001, Sudbo et a1 2004). Sudbo 

employed computer imaging (rather than FISH) to place cells isolated from tissue 

sections into 3 categories depending upon DNA content: diploid (normal), 

tetraploid or aneuploid. With this approach they were able to identify patients 

with oral leukoplakia who had a very high risk for subsequent development of 

carcinomas, even if they were histologically defined as being without (or with 



minimal) malignant potential. In an initial study of 150 patients with oral 

leukoplakia and verified dysplasia, the risk of developing a carcinoma was shown 

to be 27.6 for patients with DNA aneuploid lesions. Three of 105 diploid cases 

(3%), as opposed to 21 of 25 aneuploid cases (84%), developed a carcinoma 

during follow-up, yielding a negative predictive value of 97% for diploid lesions 

and a positive predictive value of 84% for aneuploid lesions (Sudbo et a/, 2004). 

These lesions tended to be very aggressive, very rapidly developing into cancer, 

and even when treated, frequently recurring. The mean time from initial 

assessment of DNA content to cancer development in aneuploid cases was 35 

months (range, 4 to 57). Eighty-five percent of aneuploid cases recurred, 

compared with 0% of diploid cases and 25% of tetraploid cases (Sudbo eta/, 

2004). 

The data presented in this thesis suggest a less invasive approach that 

could be done without biopsy as a screen for aneuploidy and elevated cancer 

risk. A larger samples set is required to determine whether or not aneuploidy 

also occurs in a sub-set of smokers without clinical lesions, perhaps signaling a 

higher risk of cancer. Such evidence would benefit not only smokers without 

clinical lesions but also patients that already have leukoplakia. This is an 

important possibility as reports in the literature suggest that although the majorrty 

of oral cancers develop at the site of leukoplakia, others occur distant to the 

leukoplakia, either due to a field effect (independent mutations by smoke) or 

possibly due to lateral spread of premalignant clones from the OPL (Lippman et 

a/, 2001). 



8.4. Pathonomic patterns as independent risk predictors 
As discussed previously, many studies have demonstrated that loss of 3p 

is associated with oral cancer development (Lippman et a/, 2001, Jin et a/, 2002, 

Cheng et all 1998, Gollin, 2001, Scully et all 2000, Nagpal et al, 2003, Rosin et 

al, 2002, Virgilio et al, 1996, Kuroki et all 1996). Moreover, 3p14 is one of the 

important sites of alteration on this chromosome arm that appears to be targeted 

by tobacco carcinogens. Therefore identifying rare, pathonomic FlSH patterns 

involving loss of 3p14.2 may have potential as a biomarker of early OSCC 

development. Two pathonomic FlSH patterns involving loss of 3p14.2 were 

identified among the tumor margin samples (Table 13). These two pathonomic 

patterns were 0,l  and 0,2. Both of these FlSH patterns were also identified 

among the smokers but not among the nonsmoking samples, possibly indicating 

that the signal patterns 0,1, and 0,2 are associated with tobacco carcinogen 

insult and OSCC development. 

Overall, the pathonomic FlSH patterns identified among the tumor margins 

and smokers provides evidence that supports the application of FlSH in 

characterizing chromosomal aberrations on a single-cell basis. 

8.4. Potential Susceptibility Factors for Alterations to FHlT 
Although the sample size is small, the five smokers who were identified 

with elevated levels of damage to the FHIT-containing region had some similar 

characteristics and these may be an indication of potential susceptibility factors 



for damage to the FHlT locus. First, 4 of the 5 individuals were female. This 

result may be due to chance. However, several studies have concluded that 

females are at a higher risk than males of developing tobacco-related 

malignancies at comparable exposure levels (Zavras et all 2001, Cheng et all 

2001, Muscat et a/, 1996). Several explanations have been suggested for this 

preference including an effect of estrogen on tumor promotion, slower plasma 

clearance of nicotine, greater activity of p450 enzymes, enhanced formation of 

DNA adducts, exposure to environmental tobacco smoke, and certain cooking 

habits (Cheng et all 2001). Even more speculative are suggestions that there 

may be female-specific nutritional variables or endogenous factors 

produced/controlled by genes on the X or Y chromosomes that influence a 

female's risk of oral cancer development (Zavras et all 2001). Although the 

current study also provides some indication that females are at an increased risk 

of accumulating damage to the FHlT locus, a much larger study is required to 

confirm these findings. 

The second common feature among these five smokers is that four of five 

of the individuals are current smokers with only one individual, a former smoker 

with a heavy history of tobacco use (50 pack years) (Table 16). These data 

suggest that current smokers may be more likely to exhibit elevated levels of 

DNA damage at the FHlT locus compared with former smokers although a 

history of heavy tobacco may still result in elevated levels of DNA damage at this 

locus. A larger study focusing on former versus current smokers is required to 

confirm this difference. 



8.6. Study Limitations and Biases 
There were also several sources of potential bias in this study. These 

include: 1) cancer patients were significantly older than both the smokers and 

nonsmokers; 2) smaller exfoliated cell samples sizes were obtained for cancer 

patients compared with smokers and nonsmokers; and 3) the self-reported 

smoking history may be inaccurate. These potential sources of bias will now be 

discussed. 

The oral cancer patients were significantly older than both the smokers 

and nonsmokers. The risk of developing oral cancer increases with increasing 

age. In the present work, cancer patients had an average age of 62 and an age 

range of 38-90. The only selection criteria used when collecting exfoliated cell 

samples from individuals at the Abacus Dental Centre was that the individual be 

at least nineteen years old and have no history of HNSCC. Unfortunately, the 

age range seen at the Dental Centre was considerably lower than that observed 

among the cancer patients. Other sites for patient accrual would have to be 

identified to obtain the required age demographics in future studies. Age may 

therefore be a confounding factor in this study since the increased levels of 

genetic damage or the potentially pathonomic patterns identified within the tumor 

margin samples may be partially due to the effect of age and not HNSCC 

progression. In the future, gender and age matching among all three study 

groups would eliminate this potential source of age bias. 

The second source of potential bias in this study is the smaller sample 

size of the tumor margin samples when compared to both the smokers and 



nonsmokers. As a result, the number of exfoliated cells counted from the tumor 

margin samples was significantly less than the number of cells counted for either 

the smokers or nonsmokers. This difference in sample size most likely reflects 

the area of oral mucosa sampled among the study groups. The samples from 

both the smokers and nonsmokers were collected by brushing the entire surface 

of each ventrolateral tongue and floor of mouth epithelium, whereas the samples 

collected from the oral cancer patients were taken from a 5 mm wide perimeter 

surrounding the tumor (within the region 5 to 15 mm from the clinically- 

identifiable tumor). The tumor margin samples were used in this study as they 

were readily available; however they were not the ideal sample type to identify 

genetic changes occurring in oral cancer as they contained small sample sizes, 

and they were collected from the region outside of the clinically identifiable 

lesion. To improve this study design in the future, samples should be collected 

from the cancer itself. This will hopefully increase the sample size and the 

proportion of cells containing genetic alterations characteristic of the molecular 

progression of oral cancer. 

A further potential area of bias involves the assessment of tobacco history. 

The report of ever smoker versus non-smoker is probably fairly accurate. 

However, assessment of tobacco exposure may be less reliable. This is mainly 

due to a recall bias, or the inability to accurately recall history of tobacco use. 

Furthermore, there may be inaccuracy in the report by individuals of whether or 

not they have quit tobacco use. A definitive study around this issue would 

require the use of a bioindicator for tobacco use, such as the assessment of 



cotinine in urine, blood or saliva. Finally, there is increasing interest in the 

possible involvement of marijuana usage as a source of smoking risk. Collection 

of information on this habit is difficult and is an ethical concern since the use of 

the drug is illegal and protection of identity of participants is uncertain. 

Marijuana is the most commonly used illegal drug in the United States 

(Zhang et a/, 1999, Rosenblatt et all 2004). It is estimated that 31% of the United 

States population 12 years of age or older have used this drug (Zhang et al, 

1999). Marijuana smoke is known to contain carcinogens, many of which are 

similar to those found within tobacco smoke such as phenols and PAHs like 

benzo[a]pyrene. The latter carcinogen is present at 50% higher concentrations 

in marijuana tar compared with unfiltered tobacco smoke (Zhang et al, 1999). 

Smoking marijuana cigarettes also deposits four times as much tar in the 

respiratory tract as that deposited from unfiltered tobacco, again increasing 

carcinogen exposure (Zhang et all 1999). The smoke produced from marijuana 

cigarettes has tested positive in the Ames test. It has also been shown to cause 

molecular and cellular damage similar to that of tobacco smoke in bronchial 

tissues of humans (Rosenblatt et al, 2004). It is therefore feasible that chronic 

use of marijuana could have a major impact on this study. 

A study by Zhang et a1 (1 999) investigated the risk of OSCC associated 

with chronic use of marijuana and found an odds ratio of 2.6 (95% CI, 1 .I - 6.6) 

compared to never users. However, a second study by Rosenblatt et a1 (2004) 

did not find any significant increase in risk with marijuana use. However the 

authors of that study did acknowledge that there was a very limited percentage of 



participants that reported chronic marijuana use and that users were mostly 

under age 50. Due to the increased use of marijuana among teenagers and 

young adults beginning in the 1960 '~~  and with the latency period of 20-30 years, 

this first cohort that will be the earliest group to experience and clinically manifest 

the elevated risk of OSCC is only now approaching the time when this risk can 

be more accurately assessed. 

Marijuana use among the smokers and nonsmokers could have impacted 

the results of this current study if the levels of marijuana use were not equal 

among the study groups. Z hang et a1 (1999) found that tobacco cigarette 

smoking was generally independent of marijuana use in both cases and controls, 

whereas Rosenblatt et a1 (2004) found that marijuana users more often also 

smoked tobacco. Consistent results among studies regarding population trends 

of smoking and marijuana use have yet to be well described. If marijuana use 

was independent of smoking tobacco in this study, equal levels of carcinogen 

exposure from marijuana would be expected among the smokers and 

nonsmokers. If so, each of the sample groups would have equal levels of 

genetic damage as a result of marijuana use and therefore the levels of genomic 

damage counted and the cut-off values applied to identify smokers with elevated 

genomic damage in this study would reflect tobacco carcinogen-induced DNA 

damage. On the other hand, if marijuana smokers were also more likely to 

smoke tobacco cigarettes, as observed in the study by Rosenblatt et a1 (2004), 

then overall the smokers would have an increased exposure to marijuana and 

the levels of genomic damage identified among the smokers could not be directly 



attributed to tobacco exposure alone. However, since similar carcinogens are 

found within marijuana and tobacco cigarettes, the identification of genomic 

damage as a result of the combined carcinogen exposure would still provide an 

indication of the damage sustained at the FHIT locus, which could still be applied 

in the molecular analysis of risk for OSCC development. 

8.7. Future Research 
The results from this current study have shown that FISH is an effective 

tool in detecting genetic aberrations within individuals. However the importance 

of these findings in assessing an seemingly healthy individual's risk of OSCC 

could not be adequately demonstrated in this current study design due to the few 

participants and difficulties in sample collection (number of cells, age of 

participants) and tobacco exposure estimates. A large-scale prospective study is 

required that involves the participation of several hundred participants including 

both those with and without premalignant lesions of the oral cavity. Exfoliated 

cells would be collected from the oral cavity and analyzed for alterations to both 

FHIT and centromere 3. Additional prospective molecular markers for OSCC 

development such as 9p.21 could also be included in this study to provide 

additional information on the predictive power of early molecular changes in 

OSCC development. At fixed intervals in time, the oral cavity of all participants 

would be examined for the occurrence or progression of oral PMLs, and 

exfoliated cell samples would be collected and analyzed for molecular alterations 

to the specified genomic loci. Correlations between genomic changes and 



OSCC development could be identified that would facilitate the understanding of 

the important genetic changes that are associated with oral cancer development. 

The results from this study design could determine if FHlT or other molecular 

markers do in fact have a predictive power for OSCC development. 

A second approach to identify molecular markers that have a predictive 

power in OSCC development is to look at differences in FlSH patterns between 4 

different groups of people with different stages of OSCC development including: 

1) smokers with no clinical signs of premalignant changes, 2) patients with PMLs 

displaying mild to moderate dysplasia, 3) patients with severe dysplasia, and 4) 

patients with confirmed oral squamous cell carcinoma. This study design would 

sample various stages of OSCC simultaneously and therefore provide 

information regarding the significant FlSH patterns associated with each step of 

oral cancer progression. 

The identification of significant FlSH patterns could form the basis of an 

intervention study, that would determine if oral cancer can be prevented or 

significantly delayed with the application of various intervention strategies. The 

tatter could include smoking cessation strategies andlor drug therapy targeted 

towards specific molecular markers. One of the major difficulties in performing 

such studies involves the large amount of heterogeneity among subjects with 

respect to risk. Biomarkers that establish an elevated risk for clinically normal 

individuals would greatly facilitate such efforts. Such a study would involve very 

large numbers of subjects (several thousand) in a placebo-controlled study 

design with individuals identified as high-risk for OSCC (i.e., smokers and heavy 



drinkers with specific molecular alterations), but show no clinical signs of the 

disease. These studies are extremely complicated and very expensive. A lot of 

pilot work, aimed at the issues described above, is necessary before such a 

study could be conducted 

8.8. Summary 
In summary, our results support the hypothesis that significantly elevated 

levels of DNA damage to the FHlT region can be detected in exfoliated cells 

collected from the ventrolateral tongue and floor of mouth of individuals with 

prolonged tobacco exposure. In addition, potentially pathonomic signal patterns 

identified within oral cancer tumor margin samples can also be identified within 

exfoliated cells obtained from smokers, possibly indicating rare, premalignant 

changes that may be associated with early cancer development. These data 

provide evidence supporting the molecular classification of oral cancer risk, 

suggesting that genetic alterations associated with oral cancer can be identified 

within individuals with no clinical signs of disease. The use of such potential 

early molecular markers of risk may contribute significantly to the early detection 

of the disease, allowing time for intervention to prevent cancer development. 

Finally, and most significantly, this study also determined the ability of this non- 

invasive, inexpensive, easy, sampling procedure as a screen for individuals at 

high risk of oral cancer development. 



9. APPENDICES 



9. I. Oral Health Study Questionnaire 

1. In addition to being Canadian or a landed immigrant, what is your ethnic or 
cultural heritage? 
(Check one box only): 
0 White 
0 East or Southeast Asian (e.g., China, Japan, Indonesia, Philippines, 

Vietnam) 
0 South Asian (e.g., India Pakistan, Sri Lanka) 
0 First Nations 
0 Black 
0 Other (Please Specify) 

2. a) What is the highest grade (or year) of high school or 
elementary school that you have completed? 
Grade - Never attended school 

b) How many years of post-secondary school have you completed (college, 
university)? 

Years - None - 
3. a) Have you ever used chewing tobacco? 

Yes 0 No 0 

b) Have you ever used betel nut? 
Yes Cl No 

4. Have you ever regularly smoked cigarettes, cigars or pipes more than once per 
week for one year or longer? Yes No 
If Yes, please specify: 

a) At what age did you begin smoking: 
Cigarettes? 
Cigars? - 
Pipes? - 

b) Do you currently smoke: 
Cigarettes? Yes El No O 
Cigars? Yes No 0 
Pipes? Yes 0 No 0 

c) If you have quit smoking, at what age did you permanently stop: 
Cigarettes? 
Cigars? - 
Pipes? - 



d) Looking back over your entire life, on average, how many did you usually smoke = 
m 

Before Age In your In your In your In your 60's & 
20 years 20's 30's 40's 50's older 

5. Looking back over the last year, please think about your exposure to the smoke of others, 
either at home, at wrk, and in public places (such as restaurants, recreational facilities). 

Are you regularly exposed to smoke of others: 
At home? Yes 0 NO 0 
At work? Yes No 0 
In public places? Yes 0 No 0 

If Yes, to any of the above, please specify: 
How often are you regularly exposed to smoke of others: 

Never Less than More than once a At least Daily 
once a month month but less than once a 

once a week m k  

At home? 0 0 0 0 0 

In Public 0 0 
Places? 

6. Looking back over your entire life, please check the age periods in which you were daily 
exposed to the smoke of others. 

Before Age In your In your In your In your 60's & 
20 years 20's 30's 40's 50's older 

0 0 0 0 0 0 



7. Have you ever regularly consumed alcoholic beverages more than once per 
month for one year or longer? Yes 17 No I7 

If Yes, please specify: 

a) At what age did you begin drinking: 
Beer? - 
Wine? - 
Spirits (liquor)? - 

b) Do you currently drink: 
Beer? Yes I7 No 17 
Wine? Yes 0 No 0 
Spirits (liquor)? Yes No O 

c) If you have quit drinking, at what age did you permanently stop: 
Beer'? - 
Wine? - 
Spirits (liquor)? - 

d) On average, how much did you usually drink per week 
Beer - bottles 
Wine - glasses 
Spirits (liquor) - (shots - 1 02.) 

8. Have any of your immediate family members (parents, brotherslsisters, 
daughters/sons, grandparents, auntsluncles related by birth not marriage) had 
cancer in the head and neck region (excluding skin cancer)? 
Yes I7 No I7 

If Yes, please specify all who had head and neck cancer: 

I7 Parents 
I7 Brotherslsisters 
0 Daug hterdsons 
17 Grandparents 

Auntsluncles related by birth not marriage 



9.2. Calculation Of Pack-years 
Pack-years are calculated by multiplying smoking duration by daily 

tobacco consumption (number of cigarettes per day). One pack-year is equal to 

one pack of cigarettes per day, for one year (Prignot, 1987). To convert other 

tobacco products to cigarette equivalents, the following conversion factors are 

applied: 1 pipe = 1.5 cigars = 3 cigarettes (Jourenkova-Mironova et al, 1999). 

For Example 

Age Start Smoking: 20 

Smoking Status: Current 

Age at sample collection: 30 

Tobacco Consumption Over Decades 

Age 20-29: half a pack per day (10 cig cigarettestday) 

Age 30-39: one pack per day (20cigarettedday) 

Calculation: 

Age 20-29: 10 years 10 cigaretteslday 365 daylyr = 36500 cigarettes 

Age 30-39: 10 years * 20 cigaretteslday 365 daybr = 73000 cigarettes 

Overall cigarette consumption = 36500 + 73000 = 109500 cigarettes 

1 pack year = 20 ciglday ' 365 daytyr = 7300 cigarettes 

Therefore overall pack-years = 109500 1 7300 = 15 pack-years 



9.3.1. Normalized data of frequencies of aneuploidy and 3p14.2 (FHIT 
locus) alterations in cancer patients 

The i b b v k ~  FISH paltems wen, i?cb&d: 2,O; 21; 2,3; 2,4; 2,5 

Paltems: 0.2; 1.2; 3,2; 4,2; 5,2 

'P~s:2 ,0;0 ,1;1 ,1;2 ,1;3 ,1;4 ,1;  2,3;3,3;4,3;5,3;2,4;3,4;4,4;2,5 

dPaftems:O,l; 1,1;3,1;4,1;0,2; 1,2;3,2;4,2;5,2;3,3;4,3;5,3;3,4;4,4 

" Patlems: 0,l; 1,1; 3,l; 3,3; 4,3; 33; 3,4; 4.4; 



9.3.2. Normalized data of frequencies of aneuploidy and 3p14.2 (FHIT 
locus) alterations in smokers 

a The M w h g  FISH panems w m  included: 2,O; 2,1; 2,3; 2,4; 2 3  

* P8ftIYll~: 42; 1,2; 32; 4.2; 5.2 

cPetlems:20;0,1; 1,1;2,1;3,1;4,1; 2,3;3,3;4,3; 5,3;2,4; 3,4;4,4;2,5 

d~attems:O,l; 1.1;3,1;4,1;0,2; 1,2;3,2;4,2;5,2;3,3;4,3;5,3:3,4;4,4 

" Pettems: 0,l; 1,l; 3,l; 3,3; 4,3; 5.3; 3,4; 4,4; 



9.3.3. Normalized data of frequencies of aneuploidy and 3p14.2 (FHIT 
locus) alterations in non-smokers 

The falkwhg FISH pattern wem incikrded: 2,O; 2.1; 2,3; 2.4; 2,5 

* Patterns: 0,2; 1,2; 3,2; 4,2; 5,2 

cPettems:2,0;0,1; 1,l; 2,l; 3,1;4,1; 2,3; 3,3;4,3; 5,3;2,4;3,4;4,4;2,5 

d~ettems: 0,l; 1,l; 3.1; 4,l; 0,2; 1,2;3,2; 4.2; 5,2;3,3; 4,3; 5,3;3,4;4,4 

*Patterns: 0.1; I ,  I; 3.1; 3.3; 4.3; 5,3; 3.4; 4.4; 

OHS # 

Groupl: 
Alterations 
limited to 
CEP 3' 

Group 2: 
Alterations 
limited to 

3 ~ 1 4 ~  

Group 3: 
Any 

alteration 
to CEP 3' 

Group 4: 
Any 

alteration 
to 3 ~ 1 4 ~  

Group 5: 
Alteration 
to CEP 3 
and 3~14'  
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